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DIRECTION OF MEMORY FOR MUSIC
FOR POPULAR AND NOVEL SONGS

Abstract
Previous research on memory for music has typically measured participNits' reaction
times (RTs) and accuracy in tests of recall and recognition of songs presented to
them. The current study was interested in what occurs during the time that elapses
between stimulus onset and the generation of a response. It has been suggested that
people sing or hum to themselves as they search for an answer (Rubin, 1977), but a
question that has been overlooked to date is in what direction this occurs. As music
unfolds in time, it was proposed that in memory for music, 'forward is best'. In the
current experiment, 44 university students and 6 members of the public were asked to
identifY whether the second excerpt (probe line) of a pair of excerpts taken from a
song, came 'before' or 'after' the first excerpt (target line) in the normal course of the
song. Seven pairs of excerpts, three pairs falling before the target line, and four pairs
occurring after the target line, were presented for each of eight popular and two new
songs heard earlier. It was predicted that RTs for identifying the probe lines
occurring 'after' the target line would be shorter than those coming 'before' the target
line. Results supported this hypothesis with significantly shorter RTs in the 'after'
condition than the 'before' condition, and indicated that memory for music is biased

in a forward direction. An explanation of the structure oisong, and the integration
effect of melody and text is presented to accommodate the fmdings.
Author: Susan Sibma
Supervisor: Dr Craig Speelman

Submitted: 27.10.2003
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Introdndion

Psychological research on the processes ru1d structure of human memory has
typically been confmed to 1rtilising visual tasks (McAdam:, & Bigand, 1993). The

occasional reference to audition has been in studies focused on verbal (human voice)
audition. neglecting non-verbal audition (McAdams & Bigand, 1993). Furthermore,
the research that has examined non-verbal audition has been limited to the
physiological and psychoacoustic aspects of hearing (Crowder,l993). Since the early
1970's, however, there has been an expansion in the study of genuine (non-verbal)
auditory cognition with music as the source (Crowder, 1993).
The focus of studies on music is broadening and includes the perception of
stimulus qualities or attributes, the recognition and identification of patterns,
attentional processes. and skill acquisition (Spiro. 2003). More recent studies have
centred on examining tbe developmental origins of musicality as a uniquely human
ability (Trehub, 2003), and the evolution of the music faculty (Hauser & McDennott,
2003). Like language, music is a human universal, and therefore offers an excellent
means of exploring the processes and structure of memory (Janata & Grafton. 2003;
Patel, 2003).
Auditory memory is being used whenever a person id~ntifies any sound of
nature, a spoken statement, or the tune of a familiar song (Crowder, 1993).
Recognition of these sounds could not be innate, therefore they must have been
learned first and stored in memory for later retrieval (Crowder, 1993). The present
study concerns auditory memory for music, with the primary focus on how well
people can recall the correct order of song lyrics. The current view of human
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memory and the findings of researchers in the area were examined in order to address
this question.

Sltort-term a11d Lrmg-tenn Memory
Many music psychologists have accepted that a dual memory system similar
to the rrodel proposed by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) applies to auditory memory
(Berz, 1995). This model comprises separate short-term and long-term storage
components, which differ in their nature and capacity. The long-term memory
component (LTM) has a large capacity, and items may remain stored there for a
lifetime, while the short-term memory component (STM) holds fewer items for only
brief periods of time (Gleitman, 1991). Since Miller's (1956) seminal article, it has
been generally accepted and demonstrated that the STM can hold between five and
nine items at any one time.
The STM was originally conceived of as a mere storage depot before items
were transferred to the LTM, while learning was assumed to involve transfer of
information from the short-tenn store to the long-tenn store (Baddeley, Papagno &
Vallar, 1988; Crowder, 1982}. Long-tenn learning was considere:i to be a function of
the length oftime the information was held in the short-tenn store. However, there
was growing evidence that this was not the case (e.g., Craik & Watkins, 1973}.
More convincing evidence that learning involved more than transfer from STM to
LTM came from studies of patients who had impairment in STM performance. One
case was of a patient (PV) who had a digit span of only two items yet showed nonnal
long-term learning ability (Baddeley eta!.. 1988).
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Working Memory and a Mt~sic Memory Loop
The shortcomings of the STM component ofthe Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968)
memory model were addressed by Baddeley ( 1990) who proposed a model for

working memory allowing for both the :;torage and manipulation of infonnation. This
model includes a central executive controller and two slave systems, namely a
phon~ logical

loop, ancl a visuo-spatial sketch pad. The phonological loop is

responsible for the coding of speech and other sound information, and is comprised of
a phonological store and an articulatory control process based on inner speech
(Baddeley, 1990). The visuo-spatial sketch pad processes visual information.
However, Baddeley's (1990) model does not adequately account for memory
for music (Clarke, 1993). In formulating a new model, Berz (1995) reviewed the
small body of research that defined the nature and size of STM in music. Among the
findings of the researchers reviewed were the following. First, the capacity of the
STM for musical tones is between 11 and 15 pitches depending on various factors,
whereas the capacity of the STM is limited to between 5 and 9 items of non-musical
information (Long, 1977). Second, the STM for music is at least 180 seconds in
length, in striking contrast to the 2 seconds limit of the phonological store (Kauffman
& Carlsen, 1989). Third, the recall for a series of to be remembered musical pitches

is severely affected by interpolation of other musical tones but not by spoken
numbers (Deutsch & Feroe, 1975). Fourth, organisational factors or schemata held in
the LTM are used for processing information in the STM, suggesting that musical
information is encoded differently than other infonnation (Pembrook, 1986). Finally,
background music with lyrics interferes with reading comprehension while
instrumental music does not (Martin, Wogalter & Forlano, 1988).
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Overall, Berz ( 1995) suggested that the degree of separation between the
processing of verbal and musical information evident in research literature justified a
separate music memory loop. Whether or not the musical loop was attached to the
phonological loop remains unclear and is a possible candidate for evolutionary
explanation (Berz. 1995; Hauser & McDermott, 2003). Berz's proposal oftm
additional musical loop is relevant to this thesis and its focos on memory for popular
and new songs.

Musk and ~!emory
Although music offers a unique opportunity to expand on the knowledge of
human memory, as a stimulus, it is inherently proble:natic for researcher and
participant alike (Crowder, 1993). First, music is often viewed as a specialist
discipline requiring specific knowledge and competencies not available to
mainstream researchers (McAuley & Semple, 1999). Second. participants do not all
have the same fluency or trtdning in music, nor the same preferences for style of
music they know or like (Crowder, 1993). Early research tended to centre around
issues on the theory of music, and trained musicians' perception, interpretation and
performance of music (McAuley & Semple, 1999). However, well-known and
popular songs provide an excellent tool in breaching the barrier between musicians
and non-musicians o.s a common ground is shared, and results of experiments are
likely to be more ecologically valid (Bigand, 1993; Demorest & Kim, 2002). Patel
(2003) commented that by using popular songs as stimul~ neuroscience and
psychology have produced results that are generalisable, and in doing so, are giving
good account of memory for music. Some of the neuroscientific evidence relating to
memory for music is reviewed below.
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Neuroscience and MusiC
Neuroscientific evidem;c has repeatedly demonstrated the rluality of
processing musical and linguistic information, with clinical populations providing
one source for investigation (Pate4 2003). For example, patients with right temporal
lobe damage subsequent to a lobectomy were still able to process spoken text but not
song, while those with left temporal lobe damage experienced difficulty with both
forms of material (Samson & Zatorre, 1991). Also, individuals suffering from either
acquired or r.ongenital amusia (inability to corr.prehend music) were found to have
impaired perceptions of harmonic relations in music, yet

show.-~d

no signs of aphasia

(Peretz, 1993). Conversdy, the composer Shebalin is a famous case of aphasia
without amusia. Following brain damsge, Shebalin s,Jffered severe language
impairment yet his mm.ical abilities were left intact (Luria, Tsvetkova, & Futer,
1965).
In one of the many experiments to investigate hemisphere speciaiisation,
participants were injected with sodium amylobarbitone into either the right or left
cortical hemispheff; with the effect of temporarily anaesthetising the relevant
hemisphere (Samf;on & ZatmTe, 1991 ). Participants who had the injections iHto the
right hemisphere showed no impairment of their speech but were unable to regulate
the pitch of the notes they produced when attempting to sing. On the other hand, the
participants who had been given the injection into the left hemisphere were
(temporarily) unable to either sing or speak. As the anaesthetic wore off, however,
singing ability was restored first.
Although there has been a significant amount of evidence for dissociation
between music and language such as that reported here, recent neuroimaging research
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has shown that there is more of an overlap in the two components than previously
believed (Patel, 2003). The examples cited by Patel include the finding from a
functional magnetic resonance imaging (ftvfRI) study that reported implication of

both Broca's and Wernicke's language areas in the processing of music harmony.
Patel noted that this particular topic is drawing considerable interest and anticipated
that future

studie~

might uncover further similarities.

Overal4 the neuroscientific research findings reported here suggest that the
two components of song result in bilateral processing. The melody is processed in
the right hemisphere, while melody and text are processed together in the left
hemisphere. Because of its bilateral processing, melody has an apparent advantage
over spoken text as a cue for recall of song (McElinney & Annett, 1996). Research
fmdings from psychological experiments have also produced evidence of the
dissociation between music and text. A summary of findings from experiments using
both text alone, and text and music combined in song, are summarised in the
following section.

Psycltology tmd Music
Long-tenn memory for text.
In a study oflong-tenn memory for important prose and verse (Rubin, 1977),
participants were asked to recall as much as they could of one of three important
texts. These were "The Preamble to the Constitution", "The 23rd Psalm: A Psalm of
David", or ''Hamlet's Soliloquy". The participants had memorised the texts in the
course of their USA education either four, eight, or ten years earlier. Rubin found
that although the participants differed in the amount of text recalled, all remembered
the same sections with a high level of accuracy. After also testing the participants'
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understanding of the meaning of the texts, Rubin concluded that the recall was
organised in terms of surface structure units with little evidence of semantic
processing. A surface structure unit is a portion of text whose beginning and ending
correspond to breath pause locations.
A strong primacy effect was evident for ''The Preamble to the Constitution"

and "Hamlet's Soliloquy" in that more of the earlier lines were recalled than the later
lines. This effect was not found in "The 23m Psalm", and Rubin suspected that the
simple rhythmic structure of the psalm facilitated recall of later verses.
In a subsequent experiment designed to test the rhythmic structure facilitating
text recall hypothesis, Rubin ( 1977) asked participants to recall the text (in writing) of
''The Star Spangled Banner" in one of three conditions; in silence, with the correct
music playing, or with another melody ("Stars and Stripes Forever") playing. Recall
of the text in the correct music condition was significantly better than the silent
condition, which was in tum better than the incorrect music condition. Rubin
explained the difference as being due to the correct rhythm accompanying the correct
music condition consequently facilitating recall. In the incorrect music condition.
however, the melody was a distractor and interfered with recall of the text.
According to Rubin (1977), the strong primacy effect that was observed in his
frrst experiment was because in verbatim tasks, which require word-for-word recall,
spoken text is remerr.bcred by associative chaining of surface structure units.
Therefore, if one unit is forgotten so too will the remainder. However, the addition of
melody provides an ongoing repetitive structure of phrase lines, and verse endings,
which is used to remember the chain again if one unit is forgotten.
An interesting observation was made by Rubin (1977) of the participa._l'lts in
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the correct music condition. These participants, without exception, adopted the same
rc:call strategy. They would write as quickly as possible until the music got ahead of
them, at which point they would wait until the music came around to where they had

stopp,'!d writing, pick up the writing once more and continue in another burst until the
music got ahead of them again. This strategy suggests the need to continue moving
forward through the song, with the recall of text being facilitated by the melody.
The results of the experiments reported by Rubin ( 1977) might reflect an
effect of rote !earring as all the texts used were learned at school. As noted earlier,
Rubin found that the participants were not able to rer.all the meaning of the texts,
although they did understand the general gist of them. Popular song, which is
generally not deliberately memorised, was therefore examined by Rubin and other
researchers to further explore memory for music.

Long-tenn memory for popular songs.
A substantial amount of the research on memory for music has concentrated
on the working of long-term memory (LTM) by using well-known songs. For
example, in a study of lifespan memory for well-known songs, Bartlett and Snelus
(1980) were concerned with the accuracy of episodic memory of their participants for
a selection of popular songs sp8Illling the period 1921 to 1974. The 56 songs used in
the experiment were divided into two lists of28 songs each. From their given list,
participants (aged between 37 and 56 years) were first asked to indicate which of the
songs they were familiar with, and then to try and recall lyrics of the familiar songs
and the year of popularity of the song.
For each of their recognised songs. participants were tested twice with the
cues of the song title or the melody used alternately to facilitate recall. The criterion
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for accurate recall was being able to remember three words of the lyrics beyond the
song title. It was found that participants could accurately recall the era and the lyrics
of songs they had recognised, although both recognition and recall declined with age.
Importantly, Bartlett and Snelus (1980) fuund the melodies of songs were better cues
to recall the lyrics of a song than the title was. According to Bartlett and Snelus, the
difference in cue effectiveness might have been a reflection of the separateness of the
components of melody and text that comprises song (Bartlett & Snelus, 1980). They
suggested that future research should explore different methods of retrieval cueing on
LTM for song to clarify the different components of memory for music and
characteristics of retrieval. Specifically, the apparent advantage of melody over song
title as a cue to lyric recall. One criticism of this experiment is that remembering
only three words beyond the title does not appear to be a very difficult test of recall.
The separatedness of the components of melody and text was examined by
Serafme, Crowder and Repp ( 1984) and extended by Serafine, Davidson, Crowder
and Repp (1986). The findings from these studies revealed that while text and
melody might be learned and remembered independently of each other, when learned
together as a song. they appear to be processed differently, forming an integmted
memory representa~ion. Additionally, Serafine et al. (1986) noted that the integration
effect was an experimental finding, not an explanation, but they suggested that it was
the result of the subtle effects that melody and text have or.. each other. These effects
were thought to be the prosodic effects of the non-semantic sound patterns. If the
melodic component of a song is changed, the words sound different. Similarly, when
the words of a song are altered, the melody sounds different. For example, ''The
ABC Song", "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star", and "Baa Baa Black Sheep" all have
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virtually the same melody (the first two are identical and the third is a subtle variation
on these), yet most people would be unaware of it.
Wallace and Rubin (1991) examined another genre of song, the ballad.

Ballads are stories that are transmitted orally from genemtion to generation and
remain relatively unchanged in thr. process. The stability of the transmissions is
considered to be due to the characteristics and constraints of the ballad, of which
there are seven. These are: (1) the verse length, which is almost always four lines; (2)
poetics, which refers to the repetition, rhyming, or alliteration of the words; (3) meter,
the repeated pattern of stressed and unstressed units with each unit corresponding to a
syllable; (4) syllables, most ballads have words of one syllable; (5) meaning, more
meaning is carried in lines 3 and 4 of a verse; (6) imagery, generally contained in the
middle of the song; artd (7) good agreement between the stresses in the text, and the
stresses in the music.
In Wallace and Rubin's (I99l) study, four types of ballads, "Bru:bara Allen",
wrecks, popular ballads, and popular songs were chosen from the Frank C. Brown
collection, an authentic and reliable source of ballad texts. Different versions of these
four types were examined for evidence of the constraining characteristics listed
above. It was fow1d that less distortion occurred in the versions of each of the four
types of ballads where more of the restraining characteristics were present.
Additionally, Wallace and Rubin (I 99 I) noted that the cbru:acteristics of
ballads and the popular songs provided a chunking mechanism. This means that
individual pieces of information are collected together both perceptually and
cognitively as larger integrated 'wholes' (Miller, 1956). In melodies, as for other
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verbal material, cbunking increases the encoding capacity of the STM and improves
both the storage and retrieval processes of the LTM (Dowling, 1973).
Tile chunk:ing process for songs works in a series of stages (Wallace & Rubin,
1991). Rhythm groups word pairs or phrases into metrical feet, which in turn are
grouped by ~he melody and number of stresses per line. Rhyming lines are also
linked together, and verses that echo the same idea are also grouped. The overall
story sequences chunk verses into sequences of events. Together, the imagery and
meaning groups lines into a verse, while the verses themselves are linked into a single
image. Wallace and Rubin cited the fOllowing excerpt from "Barbara Allen" to
illustrate these stages.
They buried him in one church yard
And Barbara in another
From his there sprang a red rose
And from hers there s,prang a brier

They grew, they grew to the steeple top
Till they could grow no higher
They tied themselves in a true love not
The wild rose and the brier
Verse 1 in a version of"Barbara Allen" from the Brown
collection in White,l952-1962, Vo1.2, pp.lll-112 (cited in
Wallace and Rubin, 1991).
Meter is a repeated pattern of stressed and unstressed units, with each unit
representing a syllable. Each repetition of the pattern is a metrical foot. For example,
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in the ftrst line the metrical foot is the pattern of weak, strong, weak, strung beats in
u

I

u I

the words "They buried him", where •u' identifies an unstressed unit and '/'
represents a stressed unit. The second pattern occurs in the remaining words of the
u I
u
I
line "in one church yard". The melody then groups this pair of metrical feet into a
phrase. The stress patterns and phrases are the srune (with subtle variations) for each
line. The end rhymes link the second and fourth lines of each verse together, :md the
same rhyming sound is used for the second and fourth lines of the next verse. The
presence of the rhyme means only one sound will fit and consequently limits the
choice of words a~ recall. These two verses describe a sequence of events, the first
idea being the burial, and the second idea the growth of the plants. These ideas
present one image of a church yard or cemetery, which on its own might facilitate
memory of all eight lines in a test of recall for the ballad.
A chorus is usually comprised of four lines, although ballads do not typically
have a chorus. The popular folk songs examined in this study by Wallace and Rubin
(1991) did have choruses, which they contended fucilitated learning. The
characteristics that fu.cilitate recognition and

re~all

of song have therefore been

identified, but it is also necessary to clarify how the separate components of text and
melody are integrated to form the unified representation.
Longitudinal studies on the devC;~opment of the ability to reproduce songs
agree in the order of appearance of the various parts of songs during learning (Gerard
& Auxiette, 1992). The words are learned first, then the rhythm, the melodic contour,

the intonation, and finally the integration of the various components of the piece. The
extent to which a song can be remembered well depends on the level of prosodic
match between the text and the music. The better the match between accented and
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unaccented beats, the better the recall. Together, the stages leading up to the
integration implies a relative dissociation of the musical components. Owing
learning, priority is given to either melody or text depending on the difficulty of the
task and the participant's musical training. From their experiment, GC:rard and
Auxiette concluded that when processing two temporal sequences of text and melody
at a time, one sequence drives the other and also marks points upon which the events
of the other component can be hung.
In order to detennine the nature ofLTM fur temporal information in music,
Schulkind (1999) conducted three experiments using both popular and novel songs.
As Schulkind noted, temporal structure is comprised of meter, phrasing, rhythmic
contour, and the successive ratio of note duration. In the course of the experiment,
Schulkind removed each element one at a time and found that a decrement in
performance occurred, and the more elements that were preserved, the better the
recall. The conclusion drawn by Schulkind was that regular temporal structure
supports learning and memory for song and that the temporal infonnation is retained
in the LTM for both popular and novel songs.
It is clear from the research reviewed so fur that the surface structure, rhythm,

and chunking mechanisms of song are important in facilitating recalL However,
Wallace ( 1994) suggested that repetition of melody across verses in a song is also
important. The repetition clearly distinguishes each verse from the others, provides
both a structural frame regarding the number and length of lines, and also to cues in
relation to the number of syllables, accents, and stress patterns in a line. Together,
these functions of melodic repetition serve to facilitate the recall of the lyrics.
Furthermore, recall should improve as the song unfolds, so that recall oflines towards
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the end of the song should be better than for lines in the beginning of the song in both
popular and novel songs.

The Current Struly
Studies on both long-term and short-tenn memory for music have measured
and interpreted participants' reaction times, accuracy, and feeling of knowing in
identifying the music presented to them (Crowder, 1993). The current study is
concerned with what occurs during the time that elapses between the stimulus onset
(i.e., hearing a song) and a response (i.e., some indication about whether the song has
been remembered) being generated. Presumably, participants are humming or
singing to themselves as they try to recall or recognise the song, but an issue that has
been overlooked in previous research is the question of the direction in which people
are singing.
Investigation of research on memory for scripts and prose by actors (Meisner
& Longwell, 1987; Noice & No ice 2001), for television and movie themes (Maylor.

1991), for names (May lor, 1998), and for fuces (Maylor, 1990) provided no evidence
ofhaving addressed the issue of the direction of memory. Noice and Noice used
trained actors and untrained people in an experiment where a set piece of dialogue
was learned in the full active experience (with the accompanying movement across

stage). in a partial active experience (rehearsing lines with another person), or
memorising the script verbatim. For both the actors and the untrained participants,
recall was best in the movement condition, and worst in the memorisation only
condition. These differences reflect the importance of deep processing at the
encoding stage. Also, when the participants forgot their lines, recall was often picked
up again by visualising the way they were moving when they learned the script.
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Although it takes about 20 years of practice to become a truly professional actor
(Meisner &

Longwel~

1987), Noice and Noice found that the differences in each

condition between groups was more of degree than ofkind.
In the No ice and Noice (2001) experiment, recall was tested for script that bad
been deliberately leanaed, May lor (1990; 1991; 1998) tested LTM for faces,
television and movie themes, and names, that the participants had come across
previously without having deliberately learned them. In these experiments, May lor
found that people had tried to remember where they were when they heard or saw the
item to be recalled or recognised. For exa"llple, partici_pants who were asked to recall
the names ofhigh school class mates, would picture themselves in the class room or
gym and try to remember who sat next to them, and so forth. In summary, none of

the studies of memory for scripts, movie themes, or faces and names was able to
provide any help for the current issue.
The previous rerearch findings on memory for music reported here (i.e.,
Rubin, 1977; Wallace, 1994: Wallace & Rubin, 1991), and in particular, Frances'
(1958/1988, pp.202) assertion that listeners to music experience an irreversible
succession of unfolding sounds, suggest that people are caught in a fon"lard trajectory
while iinking past to present sounds. As noted previously, Wallace (1994) argues
that the repetition of melody across verses facilitates recall of a song's lyrics such that
the recall of lines towards the end of the song should be better than for lines earlier in
tbe song.

TherefOre, it was proposed that when presented with an excerpt (target line)
from a song and then asked to identify the location of a second excerpt from the same
song (probe line) in relation to the first excerpt, people will use the following
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strategy. They will sing (to themselves) on in a fonvard direction fr~Tl• the line
immediately following the target excerpt until they reach the second excerpt. If the
second line is situated in the song before the target line, then it will be necessary to

first continue onwards from the target line to the end of the song. As the prohe line
has not been found, then it will be necessary to go back to the beginning of the song
and start the search again until the probe line is located. Thus, the trajectory by
which recall will proceed is forward from the target line through to the end of the
song, back to the start of the song, and forward to the target line. As soon as the
probe line is detected in memory for the song, a response will be given. Specifically,
it is hypothesised that RTs will increase incrementally the further 'forward' the probe
line is from the target line. If this is in fact the case, then the mean reaction times
(RTs) to identify a probe line that falls before the target line, in the normal course of
the song, would be greater than RTs for probe lines occurring after the target line.
It has been repeatedly demomtrated that long-term recognition of and
memory for popular songs is both accurate and reliable (Bartlett & Snelus, 1980).
Recognition memory after only a single playing of an unfamiliar melody was also
found to be both reliable and long lasting, although familiar melodies fared better
(Peretz, Gaudreau, & Bonne!' 1998). Therefore, in the present study, I used both
popular and novel (new) songs in order to investigate the hypotheses.
One potential concern with using new songs is that as Serafine et al. (1984)
noted, people are unable to ignore the melody when focusing on new text. The
melody of the new songs could therefore act as a distractor when participants are
processing the text that they will be required to recognise. As the unfamiliar melody
becomes more fumiliar over the repetitions in both verses and choruses however, the
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text should become easier to process. Additionally, Fidler, Zechmeister and
Shaughnessy (1988) found in their study of memory for frequency of hearing both
popular and novel songs, that participants who !!xpected recall and recognition tests
performed OOtter for both types of song than people who were given an unex~cted
test. Fidler et al. (1988) also noted that their fmding of good recognition of novel
melodies was analogous to experiments using word list tests, where recognition
memory for low frequency words is generally better than for high frequency words.
In the current experiment, the participants were clearly informed that the test was
about the lyrics of the songs, therefore performance in tenns ofRTs and accuracy was
expected to be reasonably good.
Researchers conducting oral transmission experiments have traditionally
dtawn their stimuii from an established collection ofEnglisJ.~ Scottish, and American
ballads dating frnm the 14• century (Wallace & Rubin, 1991). As there was no ready
list available for the current study. it was necessary to create a suitable list of popular
songs. The study therefore included a song list compilation stage followed by a
suitability check. It was important that the new songs chosen for the experiment were
no longer than !80s in view of the finding by Kaufinann and Carlsen (1989) that the
STM for music is f 80s in length.
Experimental results that supported the hypothesis would have suggested that
memory for music is biased in a forward direction. Alternatively, shorter RTs to
excerpts occurring before the target line would have indicated that another stmtegy
had been used such as immediately starting the search for the probe line at the
beginning of the song. Finally, an inconsistent pattern ofRTs would have indicated
that the responses were simply guesses. A stronger case for forward direction in
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popular songs than for the new songs might represent the influence ofLTM strategies
such as chunking have been used at the encoding stage, and an effect of implicit
memory for these !0:·--'"(s due to repeated exposure to them.
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Method

l'articlpants
A convenience sample of66 people took part in this study, comprising 52

students from Edith Cowan University and 14 members of the general p~>blic. The
study involved two stages: a song selection o::wge and an experimental stage. The 16
participants who took part in the first stage ranged in age from 15 to 51 years, and
consisted of eight females (mean age= 26.13 years) and eight males (mean age=
31.38 years). The remaining 50 participants, none of whom had participated in the
first stage, completed the experimental stage. These participants were aged between

IS and 59 years, consisting of26 females (mean age= 29.54 years) and 24 males
(mean age~ 31.25 years).
Participation in the study was voluntary, and each person who took part in the
experimental stage was gk~n two tickets in a raffie for a prize of$50 cash. Ethical
issues concerning voluntary participation and the confidentiality and management of
the data were addressed in the letter of introduction and the consent form (see

Appendices A and B).
MatP.rials
1 he researcher compiled a selection of 20 popular songs from Hit Songs Lists

that appeared in the print

.~dia

and on the Internet, and were heard on the radio (see

Appendix C). Two reetmt compositions not yet heard by the general public served as

new songs. All popular songs were compact disc recordings drawn from the
researcher's O>'m coliection, while the composers provided the recordings of the new
songs.
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The methodological constraints of the experiment required that each of the 22

songs had the same form, that is, three 4-line verses, and a 3- or 4-line chorus played
at the beginning and/or end of the song, and repeated in between the verses. None of

the lines of any verse was '"peated in any other verse or in the chorus (see Appendix
D for lyrics and times, recorded in milliseconds, of excerpts). Two additional songs
were recorded for short practice trials. Although shorter in length, these songs
followed the structure of the popular and new songs.
In order to orient the participants to the correct method of response, four

simple questions about number order when coWlting were designed and presented on
the computer monitor (see Appendix E).

Apparatus
All the songs were re-recorded onto a Macintosh G3 computer using the
program SoWidEdit 16 Version 2. Using this program, a one-line targel excerpt and
seven other one-line probe excerpts were extracted from the popular and new songs,
while a target line and only two probe lines were extracted from the practice songs.
The excerpts were then converted to System 7 SoWld to enable the experiment to be
run through the program Supc;;rLab Pro Version 1. 74. This program also collected the

participants' responses, which were made by pressing the computer keyboard. The
participants used Genexxa Pro 33 stereo headphones to listen to the songs.

Design
Two independent variables were manipulated in this experiment. The first
was the type of song comprising two levels: (1) popular songs, which were chosen by

the participants from the given list of well-known hit songs (Appendix C) and (2) the
two new songs.
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The second independent variable had seven levels. representing the seven
different temporal distances between the target line and the probe lines. The target
excerpt was always the second line of the second verse. The probe excerpts were the
'same' line (the second line) occurring in the earlier and later verses, the 'next' line
(the third line) in each ofthe three verses, the last line of verse three, and the first line
of verse one.
The rationale for choosing these particular lines for testing related to the fact
that the melody for a particular line in any verse is identical for that same line in other
verses. Each Line 2 (the 'same' line) that was tested had the same melody as the
target line, and each of the Line 3 excerpts (the 'next'line) also shared a common
melody.
By keeping the line constant (either Line 2 or Line 3) it was possible to test
for the effect of verse position. For the Line 2 probes, the melody should have been
recognised as being the same as the target line, so the decision was to choose which
of the other two verses the lyrics belonged to. In the case of the Line 3, however, it
was expected that comparing Line 3 probes with the target line would be confusing
for the Verse 1 and Verse 3 excerpts, as the continuation of the melody was correct
and matched melodic expectation, but the lyrics belonged to another verse.

In his experiment on very longMtenn memory for prose, Rubin (1977) found a
very strong primacy effect and also a recency effect. The first line of Verse 1 (tie
frrst line of the entire song for 18 of the 22 songs) and the last line of Verse 3 of the
songs were included in the current experiment to test for evidence of the same finding
in song. In addition to an expected primacy effect however, the fact that the first line

of songs often includes the words fiom the song title, was expected to further
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facilitate recall of this line making it almost too easy to identify. Therefore, the RTs
for Line 1 were not included in RT analysis but were retained for accuracy analysis to
give a more complete picture of what accuracy for the songs was like. Fwthermore,
the inclusion of Line 1 in the current experiment was also necessary to maintain the
balance of the number of probes in the 'before' and 'after' conditions. In Rubin's
{1977) experiments the finding of a recency effect for prose was not as strong as the
primacy effect. In song, the last line of a verse is rarely (if ever) the last line of the
complete song (the chorus is usually repeated at the end), and possibly diminishes
any recency effect. Therefore the last line was included for both RT and accuracy
analyses.
Within each song, the mean length of the excerpts occurring before the target
line, and the excerpts that full after the target line were roughly equivalent.

Overal~

the mean length of the 'before' excerpts was 6694 milliseconds {ms), and the mean
length of the 'after' excerpts was 6682ms (see Appendix D for excerpt times).
The dependent variables in this experiment were; (1) the reaction times (RTs)
measured in milliseconds, of responses to identify each probe line':. position and (2)
accuracy (ACC) of responses recorded as percentage{%) correct. The RTs were
measured as the time that elapsed between the participants hearing "excerpt two" and
pressing a response key.
An examination of the complete lyrics of the "Bad Moon Rising", with the

target line and probe lines labeled, illustrates the distance order starting from the line
immediately following the target line (see Table 1).
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Table I.

Sample Song Lyrics with Temporal Distances of Probe Lines Labeled.

Bad Moon Rising: Creedence Cleanvater Revival
Verse 1

I see the bad moon rising

(S) 'First' line, earlier verse

I see tluuble on the way

(6) 'Same' line, earlier verse (4)

I see earthquakes and lightning

(7) 'Next' lioe, earlier verse (6)

I see bad times today

Chorus

Don't go around tonight
Well, it's bound to take your life
There's a bad moon on tlte rise
Verse2
I hear hurricanes a~blowing

I know the end is coming soon
I fear rivers overflowing

TARGET LINE
• (1) 'Next' Une, same verse (S)

I hear the voice of rage and ruin
Chorus

Don't go around tonight
Well, it's bound to take your life
There's a bad moon on the rise
All right
Verse3

Hope you got your things together
Hope you are q•.tite prepared to die

(2) 'Same' line, later verse (3)

Looks like we. 're in for nasty weather

(3) 'Next' line, later verse (2)

One eye is taken for an eye

(4) 'Last' line, later verse (I)

Repeat Chorus

* Numbers in brackets on left of line indicate the predicted order of temporal
distances of probe lines, numbers in brackets on right represent the order found.
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Procedure
Song selection check.
In order to test the suitability of the selection of songs compiled for the

experiment, I6 participants were asked !o indicate, by checking a box next to the
song name, which of the songs they were familiar with in regard to both the lyrics
and the melodies (see Appendix C). The mean nwnber of songs recognised per
person was 13, and each song was selected at least three times (see Appendix C for
frequency ofseiCI.!tions). This result suggested that all songs were appropriate stimuli
for this experiment, in that most people knew most of the songs.

Experimental stage.
The experimental stage consisted of an orientation phase and a testing phase.
Participants were tested individually in a quiet room while seated at a computer.
The orientation phase was designed to reacquaint participants with the popular
songs, introduce them to the new songs, and orient them to the mode of presentation
and response in the testing phase. In this phase, the participants were given an
instruction sheet and the list of songs (see Appendices F and C respectively). The
instructions were clarified verbally, and any questions from the participants were
answered. When selecting songs from the list, participants were asked to choose
eight songs whose lyrics they knew well enough to sing along with. After making
their choice from the song list, all eight popular songs, the two new songs, and the
practice songs were played in their entirety via headphones to the participants, using

the program SoundEdit 16 V.2. This phase took between30 and 40 minutes
depending on the individual participant's choice of songs.
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Once the orientation phase was completed, the practice sessions commenced.
The counting task question appeared on the computer screen (see Appendix G), and
when the participant was ready, the 'space bar' was pressed to start the four trials.
Participants were requited to decide whether the second of two given numbers catr..e
before or after the first number in a normal counting sequence. A response was made

by pressing the 'Z' key for before, or '/' for after. For the purposes of this
experiment, these keys were clearly labeled 'B' and 'A' respectively. Following
completion of the counting task, a practice session using the two trial songs was
undertaken. Feedback on accuracy was given to the participants after each trial via a
computer screen message of either 'correct' or 'incorrect', for the number task and
the song practice trials. This was considered to be an important means of testing
whether or not the participants were responding in the manner they intended. Once
the correct method of responding was established, the testing phase began.

The typical trial in both the practice phase and the experimental phase
followed the same format as the counting task but with excerpts from ~;ongs replacing
the numbers (see Appendix H). When they were ready to proceed, the participants
pressed the 'space bar' bringing up a further message that remained on the computer
screen throughout each block of trials. This message instructed the p&ticipants to
press a response key as soon as possible after making their decision: the key marked
'8' if they thought the second excerpt came before the first excerpt, or the key

marked 'A' if they thought it came after the first excerpt (see Appendb: 1). The target
line was always played first, and was preceded by a recorded message of"excerpt
one', while the message "excerpt two" came before each of the probe lines. This
procedure was necessary to make certain that the participants remained aware of
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which pair of excerpts was being compared in a particular trial. Although the
computer recorded the reaction time as being when a response key was pressed, each
excerpt continued playing through to completion. After each response was made, the

'space bar' was pressed to proceed to the next trial. At the completion of each block
of trials, the experimenter V'\'115 called to start the neld block.
The testing phase was conducted in a similar manner to the song practice
sessions. Seven pairs of target-probe line excerpts were played with three of the
probe excerpts occurring before the target line, and four probe excerpts coming after
the target line. Therefore, there were seven trials for each song, and 10 blocks of
trials, one for each song played. The computer collected the participants' responses
about the position of the probe lines in the song relative to the target line. No
feedback was given duri.ng the testing phase.
Presentation of song type (popular versus new) was counter balanced. This

was achieved by having half of the participants listen to the popular songs first, while
the other half heard the new songs first. Within each type, presentation was further
counter balanced, as half of the participants started from the top of their chosen list of
popular songs, and the other half started at the bottom. Preser1tation of the new songs
was similarly counter balanced.
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Results

Data Screening and ANOVA Ass11mplions
Screening of reaction times.
The mean reaction times (RTs), measured in milliseconds (ms), to identifY the
location of probe lines were calculated for each participant for the following three
conditions: 'Popular' songs, 'New' songs, and 'Popular and New' songs combined.
For each participant 2, means were calculated, lx:ing scores for seven probe lines in
each song condition. However, the mean scores actually represented an average of
mean RTs for all correctly identified probe lines with the exception of the frrst line of
the first verse. As discussed earlier, this line was included to examine for evidence of
a primacy effect, for accuracy analysis only, and to balance the number of'before'
and 'after' excerpts during the experimental phase.
The 'before' excerpts were Lines 2 and 3 of Verse I (Vl), while the 'after'

excerpts were Line 3 of Verse 2 (V2), and Lines 2, 3, and 4 of Verse 3 (V3). All
incorrect responses were excluded, and as an additional screening measure, RTs
greater than 15,000 ms were deleted. These were considered to be extreme scores
given that the longest of the probe lines was 14689 ms. On the basis of this criterion,
16 individual responses were deleted although they were retained for the accUl?.cy
analysis.
Preliminary screening of the RTs checked for missing entries, range of scores,
and outliers. While there were no missing scores, two participants were identified as
outliers, defined as being three or more standard deviations from the mean. One
participant was an outlier in the 'after' condition only, and the other participant was
an outlier in both conditions. The remaining 48 participants were included for RT
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analyses, while all 50 participants were retained for analyses of accuracy. Prior to the
exclusion of these participants the skewness values for the 'before' and 'after'
conditions were .725 and .813 respectively, and subsequent to exclusion the values

were .074 and .451 respectively. Following exclusion of the outliers, the ShapiroWilks significance levels for the 'before' and 'after' condition were .488 and .105
respectively. The data therefore met the assumptions ofnonnality for repeated
measures t-test (sample size greater than 30), and the assumptions of the analysis of

variance (ANOVA) (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001, p. 72).
A repeated measures t test was computed on the mean differences between
'Popular' and 'New' RTs for the 'before' and 'after' conditions. There was no
significant difference between the song conditions, t(5) = .409,p = .700, therefore the
statistics used for further analyses represent the resuhs of the combination (total) of
the song types. The RTs for each probe line averaged across all songs are presented

in Appendix J.
Mean reaction times and standard deviations (SD's) were also calculated
across participants for each song type and are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations of Mean Reaction Times (ms) as a

Function of Song Type and Probe Position.

Song Type
Popular
M

SD

Total

New
M

SD

M

SD

Excerpt position
Before
(I) VI Line 2 5003.21 1568.86

4857.95 2203.24

4961.15 1468.23

(2) VI Line 3 4954.92 1586.49

5588.03 2196.63

5110.69 1491.36

(3) V2 Line 3 4781.63 1618.13

5663.77 2045.29

4970.32 1542.84

(4) V3 Line 2 4760.04 1696.86

4377.15 2042.81

4663.66 1591.76

(5) V3 Line 3 4577.24 1620.28

4277.58 1508.47

4501.68 1480.65

(6) V3 Line 4 4504.77 1537.11

4433.31 1876.38

4492.72 1456.72

After

Main Analysis - Mean Reaction Times

A repeated measures t test was calculated on the mean RTs for the 'before•
and 'after' conditions. A significant difference between the two conditions was
found, 1(47) = 2.63,p=.012. An inspection of the means reveals that the mean RT

for 'before' condition was greater than for the 'after' condition. A repeated measures
t test was also perfonned on Line 2 for Verse I ('before') and fur Line 2 ofVerse 3
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('after'). No sigpJficant difference between the two lines was found, with t (47) =

!.77,p = .084.
To test for the effect of song position, with the line kept constant, a one~way
repeated measures analysis ofvarilltlce (ANOV A) was performed on Line 3 RTs in
each Verse (1, 2, and 3) (see Appendix K). A significant effect for Verse was found
F(2,94) = 6.19,p<0.05. Means aud standard deviations are presented in Table 3.
Table 3

Means and Standard Deviations of Reaction Times (ms) as a Function

of Line 3 Presented in Verses 1, 2, and 3.
Verses

M
Line3

5110.69

SD
1491.36

3

2

I

M
4970.32

SD
1542.84

M
4501.68

SD
1480.65

Post hoc comparisons were conducted using Tukey's HSD on the three
possible pairwise comparisons. A significant difference was found between Line 3 of
Verse 1, and Line 3 ofVerse 3. This indicates that participants were fuster in
identifying Line 3 in the 'after' condition than in the 'before' condition, but only in
Verse 3 and not in Verse 2.
To test for an effect for Line position, for Verse position, and for a Line x
Verse interaction, a 2 x 2 repeated measures analysis of variance (AN OVA) was
perfOrmed on mean RTs where the within subject fuctors were Line (2 or 3) and
Verse (I or 3) (Appendix K). A significant main effect was found for Verse (I or 3)
F(1,47) = 8.53,p<0.05. There was no effect found for Line, nor any interaction
between condition of Verse and Line. Post hoc comparisons on all possible pairwise
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comparisons were conducted using Tukey's HSD. A significant difference was found
between Line 3 of Verse 1 and Line 3 ofVerse 3. The same results were found as in
the post hoc comparisons mthe one way analysis of variance (ANOV A). The resuhs

indicated that RTs for correctly identifYing the position of Line 3 in Verse 3 ('after')
were faster than for Line 3 in Verse 1 ('before'). The means and standard deviations
are reported in Table 4.

Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations ofReaction Times (ms) as a Function

ofLine (2 and 3) and Verse (I and 3).
Verse
I

Line number

M

3

SD

M

SD

2

4961.15

1468.23

4663.66

1591.76

3

5110.69

1491.36

4501.68

1480.65

The anticipated order and actual order ofRTs per line, from shortest to longest times,
appears in Table 1.

Screeni11g ofAccuracy
The mean accuracy (ACC) was calculated as percentages (%) correct in
identifying the excerpts as occurring either 'before' or 'after' the target line. For each
•'

participant three mean scores were obtained. These were for 'Popular' songs, 'New'
songs, and 'Popular and New' songs combined (see Appendix L). The minimum
requirement for inclusion in the analysis was a score of at least 50% by each
participant for each type of song. This was to ensure that the responses were better
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than chance. All participants scored equal to or better than 50%, therefore all
responses were included in the analysis. However, data screening on the accuracy
scores indicated that there were two outliers with mean accuracy scores more than

three standard deviations below the mean. These participants were eliminated from
the analyses that were conducted.
A repeated measures t test was perfonned on the mean differences between

the accuracy Sl.:ores for the 'Popular', 'New' songs in the 'before' and 'after'
conditions. There was no significant difference found, t(7) = -.729,p = .493, so the
remaining analyses were perfonned on the combined scores. The accuracy scores
and standard deviations were averaged across participants for each probe line for each
song type. These are reported in Table 5.

Table 5

Means and Standard Deviations of Percent (%) Correct as a Function

ofSong Type and Probe Position.
Song Type

Popular
Excerpt
position

New

Total

M

SD

VI Line!

87.50

15.25

83.34

25.96

86.68

13.42

V1Line2

75.00

17.49

80.21

24.71

76.o4

15.67

Vl Line 3
After

62.76

20.22

56.25

42.05

61.88

19.75

V2 Line 3

61.82

21.65

72.92

34.14

65.21

16.50

V3 Line2

70.31

16.83

72.92

34.14

71.46

15.30

V3 Line 3

69.69

19.42

76.04

32.60

71.50

16.37

V3Line4

83.59

13.44

81.25

28.48

83.13

12.23

M

SD

M

SD

Before
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Accuracy Scores
A repeated measures t test found no significant difference between
the accuracy scores for the 'before' and 'after' conditions, t(47) =-1.38, p = .174. A

repeated measures t test comparing the accuracy of identifYing Line 2 in Verse 1
('before') with Line 2 in Verse 3 ('after') was also not significant, 1(47) = 1.50, p

=

.140.
Totes~

for the effect of song position by keeping the Line constant, a one way

repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOV A) was performed on the accuracy of
identifying Line 3 in Verses I, 2, and 3 (see Appendix M). This r.::vealed that the
effect for Verse was significant, F(2,94) = 3.30,p = .04. Means and standard
deviations are presentecl in Table 6.
Table 6

Means and Standard Deviations of Percent Correct f1/o) as a Function

ofLine 3 Presented in Verses 1, 2, and 3.
Verses
I

M

Line 3

61.88

SD

19.75

M
65.21

2

3

SD

M

16.50

71.50

SD

16.37

Tuk:ey's post hoc tests were conducted on all possible pairwise comparisons.
It was found that the difference in accuracy between Line 3 of Verse I and Line 3 of

Verse 3 was significant with the Verse 3 scores being more accurate.
In order to test for an effect of Line, ofVerse, or for an interaction between
Line and Verse, a 2 x 2 rc;peated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
performed on accuracy (ACC) with the within subject filctors being Line (2 or 3) and
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Verse (l or 3) (sec Appendix N). A significant main effect was found for Verse (1 or
3), F(1,47) ~ 11.92,p

~

.001. A significant interaction between Line (2 or 3) and

Verse (1 or 3), ftl,47) = 7.62,p = .008 was found. There was no effect, however, for

Line. Means and standard deviations are reported in Table 7.
Table 7

Means and Standard Deviations of Percent (%) Correct as a Function

of Line (2 and 3) and Verse (1 and 3).
Verse
1

Line number

M

3

SD

M

SD

2

76.04

15.67

71.46

15.30

3

61.88

19.75

71.50

16.37

Post hoc tests using Tukey's HSD were conducted on all possible pairwise
comparisons for Verse, and for the Verse x Line interaction. Significant differences
were found between Line 3 of Verse 1 vs. Line 3 ofVerse 3; Line 3 of Verse 1 vs.
Line 2 of Verse 1; and Line 3 of Verse 1 vs. Line 2 of Verse 3. Inspection of the data
revealed that in eacf:. comparison, the accuracy of Line 3 in Verse 1 was lower than
for the same line in either Verse '1. or "\it";r~e 3.
It can be seen from Figure 1 that the accuJ'3cy for Lines 2 and 3 of Verse 3 was

virtually identical, but in Verse 1 accuracy was far higher in Line 2 than in Line 3.
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Figure 1. Accuracy (Percent Correct) ofResponses for Lines 2 and 3 in the 'Before'
(Verse I) and 'After' (Verse 3) Condition.
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Discussion
The current study investigated the direction of memory for music and tested
the hypothesis that in memory for music, 'forward is best' in both 'popular' and

'new' songs. Specifically, it was hypothesised that RTs would increase incrementally
(line by line) the further forward participants searched through a song to correctly
identifY the location of a probe line in relation to the target line.
The main findings of the current study were: (1) there was no significant
difference between 'popular' and 'new' songs for either the mean RTs or accuracy;
(2) the mean RTs for correctly identifying probe lines that fell 'after' the target line

were quicker than for those that occurred 'before' the target line, although this did not
occur in the order that was predicted; (3) in regard to accuracy, there was no
significant difference between the mean scores of percent correct for the 'before' and
•after' conditions, although there was an effect for Verse (Verse 1 vs. Verse 3); and
(4) for accuracy, there was an interaction between Line and Verse, sui:h that for Verse
1, accuracy was fur higher for Line 2 than for Line 3, but accuracy scores for Lines 2
and 3 in Verse 3, were almost identical. Each of these findings is discussed
separately, culminating in a summary that integrates all results and is accompanied b}'
suggestions for future research.

Reaction Times
The finding that there was no difference between the mean RTs for "popular'
and 'new' songs, supports the previous finding by Peretz, Gaudreau and Bonnell
(1998) that memory for an unfamiliar song was reliable and accurate even after only a

single playing of the song. The current finding also provides support for Schulkind's
(1999) conclusion that the characteristics, such as temporal information, that support
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teaming and memory for song, are as effective in novel songs as they are in familiar
songs.
The finding that the mean RTs for the 'after' condition were faster than the
'before' condition supported the general hypothesis of the current study that 'forward
is best' in memory for music. This result is consistent with Wallace's (1994)
assertion that the repetition of melody across verse facilitates recall of song lyrics to
the extent that the lyrics towards the end of the song are recalled and recognised with
more ease than the earlier lyrics of the song. However, when Line 3 RTs for each
verse were compared, the only significant difference was for the RT of Line 3 in
Verse 3 in comparison with the RT of Line 3 in Verse I. There was no advantage of
Verse for Line 2, although the difference was in the hypothesised direction, that is,
the meanRT for Line 2 was faster in Verse 3 ('after') than in Verse I ('before').
Overal~

the slowest mean RT was for Line 3 of Verse 1, as predicted, but no

other individual line mean RTs matched the predicted order of temporal distance
from the target line. In striking contrast to the prediction that identification of the line
immediately following the target line (Line 3 of Verse 2) would elicit the fastest RTs,
the mean RT for this line was the actually the second slowest for the 'total' condition.
An inspection of the means reveals that the slow RT for this line was a consistent
anomaly in each song condition. It recorded the slowest mean RT in the 'new' song
condition, and the third slowest in the 'popular' song condition .
An explanation of this anomaly could be relatt:d to the distracting effect that

the 'same' melody has on the different text for each verse as described Ly Serafine,
Crowder and Repp (1984), and by Semfine, Davidson, Crowder and Repp ( 1986).
As noted by Serafine et al. (1984) people are unable to ignore the melody when
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focusing on text. Therefore the melody distracts and confuses the participants and is
reflected in longer RTs. However, as the distracting effect of melody on text occurs
for each of the probe lines, further explanation of the anomalous finding is necessary.
Another possihle explanation for this anomaly is that discussed by Anderson
(1995); the more alike two stimuli are, the more difficult it is to distinguish one from
the other. In this particular situation, therefore, on hearing the probe line that fulls
immediately after the target line, participants recognise that the lines occur in close
temporal proximity in the course of the song, and require extra time to decide which
order is correct. Conversely, if the two lines are further apart in the song the
comparison is easier to make. This finding warrants further investigation, and one
means of doing this would be to record different pairs of consecutive lines within
individual songs, and test to see if the finding is consistent both within and across a
variety of songs.
The fastest RT was recorded for the last line of the third verse (Line 4, Verse
3), a fmding that reflects a recency effect. Even with this line, and the line
immediately f-ollowing the target line (Line 3 of Verse 2) discounted, the predicted
order ofRTs was still not found. In Verse 3, the RT for Line 3 was faster than for
Line 2, in reverse order to that which was hypothesised. This needs further
investigation to detennine whether the findings reflect the difficulty of the task, or
whether a different strategy to the method hypothesised is at work.

Accuracy
As noted previously, there was no difference in accuracy between 'popular'
and 'new' songs. In contrast to the findings for reaction times., there was no
difference in accuracy between the 'before' and 'after' conditions for accuracy, which
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reflected the influence of a clear primacy effect of a high score for the frrst line. This
fmding echoes the strong primacy effect that Rubin ( 1977) found in his experiment
on long-term memory for prose. There was also evidence of a recency effect in the
current experiment, as the next most accurate score was for the last line of the third
verse. The pattern of accuracy scores throughout the songs suggests that accuracy
began at a high level (primacy effect), decreased until reaching the lowest level in the
middle of the songs. then increased again by the end of Verse 2 until reaching the
high score for the last line (recency effect).
Once again, the score for the line immediately following the target line (Line
3 cfVerse 2) was worse than prudicted. The accuracy of this line was second worst

in the 'new' and the 'total' song condition<>, and worst in the 'popular' condition.
While there was no overall difference in the accuracy of the 'before' and
'after' conditions, there was an effect for Verse when keeping Line 3 constant. The
accuracy for Line 3 was significantly higher in Verse 3 than in Verse 1. The
significant finding of an interaction between Verse and Line for accuracy again
illustrated support for tlte assertion by Serafine et al. ( 1984) that once a melody
became familiar, it no longer served as a distractor, and the participants were able to
fucus on the lyrics and achieve higher accuracy scores as a consequence.
Overall. the pattern of reaction times and accuracy scores suggests that the
participants were not simply guessing but were using a consistent strategy, similar to
that which was hypothesised. However, both RT and accuracy scores reflected the
consistent anomalous results for the line immediately following the target line, and
also primacy and recency effects. When considered together, the findings from
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the current experiment were coilSistent with the conclusions drawn from previous
research, and provided limited support for the hypothesis.

Metlwdology and Limitations of thi": Current Exprtrlment
The primary purpose of the current experiment was to investigute what
memory for music is like. It sought to

id~ntify

the strategy people use when

searching for answers to recall and recognition tests of memory for music. The
experiment was exploratory in that no previous re~arch findings that addressed this
matter were found. Although, as noted by Patel (2003}, experiments on memory for
music are problematic, the present study was successfi1l in producing results that give
some direction for future research. Additionally, the finding from this experiment
that memory for music is biased in a forward direction can be applied in practical
situations such as the learning of song for performance and general music education
purposes.
The choice of songs was limited by methodological constraints in that the
songs had to match the structural criteria. These constraints meant that none of the
songs by ''The Beatles", "ABBA", or Elvis Presley for example, could be included as
no songs from these artists that met the criteria wer~ discovered. However, no
participant had difficulty in choosing the required number of songs for testing, there
was more of a problem with choosing the 'best' eight. The duration of an entire
experimental session was between one and one and a halfhours. The orientation
phase was the most time consuming, as the entire songs were played during this
phase, and the 'number pnctice' session and 'song practice' sessions were conducted
thoroughly to ensure that the mode of response was very clear. Once the testing
phase was underway, no problems were encountered.

---._, -'""-"'-"<"

~------~--~----'-
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In the current study, although all participants gave their thoughts about the
experiment and had any questions amwered, no formal de-briefmg was conducted or
recorded. This sort of information would have been valuable as it would have been a
means of determining whether responses were driven by the melody or the text as
discussed by Gerard and Auxiette (1992). Additionally, it might give some id~a as to
whether or not chunking was used to remember information. For example, did
participants use the text to represent a series of ideas, or events that tmfold in time.
Most participants found the task difficult but enjoyable, and asked for a summary of
their results. The participants were generally surprised at their level of accuracy, and
many asked to 'have another go' (requests were denied) to see if they could do better.
It is suggested that more information should be gathered on the musical training of

the participants in future replications of the current experiment. The data gathered
should include years of formal music training (including musical theory), a self-report
rating of musical competence, style of music preferred, and musical listening habits.
As Crowder (1993) noted, each of these issues. together with the difficulty of the
task, are reflected in the experimental results.

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research
The current study tested an iMovative hypothesis that in memory for music
'forward is best', The results of this experiment provided partial support for this
hypothesis, in that a general bias toward searching through songs in a forward
direction was found tOr both popular and novel (new) songs. However. the specific
prediction that RTs would increase line by line was not supported. Even when the
primacy and recency effects were accolUlted for, the anomalous findings of poor
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accuracy and RT for the line in the songs that immediately followed the target line,
prevented the anticirated results lY.ling achieved.
It is suggested that the experiment should be replicated with some changes

made. These include testing pairs of consecutive lines within individual songs,
collecting more data on the participants with regard to musical training and
preferences, and conducting a formal de~briefing session to investigate the
participants' searching strategy. As Patel (2003) noted, music provides an excellent
means of investigating the processes and structure of memory, and it is hoped that the
present study has contributed towards filling a gap that exists in current research
fmdings.
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Appendix A

Participant biformation Letter
Information Letter

The experiment in which you are about to participate is designed to investigate one of
the processes of human memory, and is being conducted by Susan Sibma, an
Honours student in Psychology. This experiment conforms to guidelines produced by
the Edith Cowan University Committee for the Conduct of Ethical Research, and has
been approved by this Committee.
In this experiment you will be required to answer some questions about some songs
that you will hear. These will be presented to you via headphones, and you will be
required to enter your responses into a computer by pressing keys on the keyboard.
Do not be concerned if you are unsure about your answers, as most of the participants
will feel the same way. The aim is to examine how memory for music works and will
hopefully lead to more knowledge about the structure of human memory. Your
participation will be required for om~ session of approximately one and a half· hour's
duration.
Please be assured that any information that you provide will be held in strict
confidence by the researcher. At no time will your name be recorded. All data will
be recorded in group form only. At the conclusion of this study, a report of the
results will be available upon request.
Please understand that your participation in this research is totally voluntary and you
are free to withdraw at any time during this study without penalty, and to remove any
data that you may have contributed.
Any questions concerning this project can be directed to myself, to Dr Craig
Speelman (Project Supervisor) on (08) 6304 5724, or to Professor Alison Garton on
(08) 6304 5110, from the School ofPsychology.

Thank you for your participation
Susan Sibma
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Appendix B

Consent Form
INFORMED CONSENT

I have read the attached information letter relating to the experiment on
memory for music. Any questions I have asked have been answered to my
satisfaction. I agree to participBte in this activity,, realising that I may withdraw
at any time. I understand that I wiD not be identified at any stnge of the
experiment.

I agree that research data gathered for this study may be

published.

Participant

Date:

Investigator

Date:
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List ofSongs and Number of Times Selected in Pilot Study and Experiment
Number of
ARTIST

SONG TITLE

Times Chosen
*Pilot Experiment

Popular Songs

7

12

Another Saturday Night

Cat Stevens

9

20

Bad Moon Rising

Creedence
Clearwater Revival

10

26

Bridge Over Troubled Water

Simon & Garfunkel

12

22

Country Roads {Take Me Home)

John Denver

14

27

Every Time You Cry

John Farnham

15

29

Hotel California

The Eagles

15

35

I Can't Get No Satisfaction

Rolling Stones

II

27

1 Heard It Through The Grapevine

The Temptations

8

10

It's Too Late

Carole King

12

18

Jive Talkin'

Bee Gees

II

17

Joy To The World

Three Dog Night

16

31

Mrs. Robinson

Simon & Garfunkcl

7

14

Feeling The Same Way

Norah Jones

5

12

Sloop John "B''

Beach Boys

9

19

The Only Thing That Looks Good On Me

Bryan Adams

4

8

This Train Don't Stop There Anymore

Elton John

3

8

Wild Horses

Rolling Stones

14

21

(You Make Me Feel Like) A Natuml Woman

Carole King

12

14

You've Got A Friend

Carole King

13

30

You've Lost That Loving Feeling

Righteou<> Brothers

New Songs
Funky

Tall Poppies

St. Nicholas

Carmel & the Mites

• In the pilot study songs could have been se~P.cted up to a maximum of 16 times
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Lyrics and Length ofSongs, and Times of Excerpts
Popular Songs

A1tlat/CO

Length of Recording

Another Saturday Night
Bad Moon RiBing
Bridge Over Troub!ed Water
Country Roads (Take Me Home)
Every lime You Cry
Hotel Galifornia
I Gan't Get No Satisfaction
I Heard It Through the Grapevine
It's Too Late
Joy to tha World
Jive Talkin'
Mrs. Robinson
Feeling the Same Way
Sloop John 'B'
The Only Thing That looks Good on Me
This Train Don't stop There Anymore
Wild Horses
(You Make Me Feel Uke) A Natural Woman
You've Got a Friend
You've lost That loving Feeling

Cal Stevens
Creedence Clearwater Revival
Simon and Garfunkel
John Denver
John Farnham
The Eagles
Rolling Stones
The Temptations
Carole King
Three Dog Night
Bee Gees
Simon and Garfunkel
Norah Jonas
Beach Boys
Bryan Adams
Elton John
Rolling stones
Carole King
Carole King

2 minutes 25 seconds
2 minutes 15 seconds
4 minutes 49 seconds
2 minutes 27 seconds
4 minutes 24 seconds
6 minutes 30 seconds
3 minutes 41 seconds
5 minutes 07 seconds
3 minutes 53 seconds
3 minutes 36 seconds
3 minutes 09 seconds
3 minutes 45 seconds
2 minutes 55 seconds
2 minutes 53 seconds
3 minutes 35 seconds
4 minutes 37 seconds
5 minutss 39 seconds
3 minutes 47 seconds
5 minutes 09 seconds
3 minutes 37 seconds

Righteous Brothers

Trial Songs
Mary Had A Utile Lamb
Franciscus Henri
Blowin' In The Wind (first verse and chorus) Joan Baez

0 minutes 50 seconds
0 minutes 46 seconds

Now songs
Funky
St. Nicholas

2 minutes 58 seconds
2 minutes 45 seconds

Tha Tall Poppies
Carmel and the Mites
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(01) Another Saturday Night- From: Remember Gat Stoveno
2 minutes 25 seconds

"Uno number

Chorus

longthfnms

Another Saturday night and I ain't got nobody
I've got some money 'cause l just got paid
Now how I wish I had someone to talk to
I'm in an awful way.

Verse1
I got In town a month ago, I've seen a lot of girls since then
If I could meet 'em t could get 'em
But as yet I haven't met 'em
That's how I'm In the state I'm in.

01118
01128

2125

01138

1811

0122T

2344

0123A

1875

0132A
0133A
0134A

3042
2264

4004

Chorus

Another Saturday night and I ain't got nobody
I've got some money 'cause 1just got paid
Now how I wish I had someone to talk to
I'm in an awful way.

Verse2
Another fell a told me he had a sister who looked just fine,
Instead of baing my dellvarnneo
TARGET LINE
She had a strange resemblance
To a cat named Frankenstein.
Chorus

Another Saturday night and I ain't got nobody
I've got some money 'cause I just got paid
Now how I wish I had someone to talk to
I'm in an awful way.

Verse 3
It's hard on a fetla when he don't know his way around
If I don't find me a honey
To help me spend my money
I'm gonna have to blow this town.

2415

Chorus
Another Saturday night and I ain't got nobody

I've got some money 'cause I just got paid
Now how I wish I had someone to talk to

I'm in an awful way. I'm In an awful way,

Repeat Chorug but last line.
I'm in an awful way, I'm in an awful w~. I'm In an awful way.
Verses and chorusea 2 minutes and 26 seconds

Mean length of 'BEFORE' lines
Mean length of 'AFTER' linen

=2647 rM

=2399 ms

" Una number legend: First two numbers are song number, third number is the verse number, and
lest number represa.,ts the position of a line within the verse.
'8' "' excerpt occurs BEFORE the target line, 'A' ::::o exceq>t occurs AFTER the target line
T ::::o TARGET LINE
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(02) Bad Moon Rlalng -·From: Creodence C1earwatar Revival- Tho UIUmato Collection

2 mimrtes 15 seconds

Une numbar
Veroe1
I see the bad moon rising
I sea trouble on the way
I sea earthquakes an~ lightning
I see bad times today

Longtllt In mn

02118

5422

02128
02138

5689
5422

Chorus
Don't go around tonight
Well, it's bound to take your life
There's a bad moon on the rise

Veroo2
I hear hurricanes a.blowing
I know tho end !o ..omlng soon
I fea1· rivers overflowing
I hear the voice of rage and ruin

TARGET UNE

0222T
0223A

•as•

0232A
0233A
0234A

5538
6456

5457

Chorus
Don't go around t011ight
Well, it's bound to take your life
There's bad moon on the rise
Ail right
Verse3

HofMI you got your things together
Hope you are quite prepared to die
Looks llke we're in for nasty weather
One eye is taken for an eye

5584

Chorw

Well, don't go around tonight
Well, it's bound to take your life
There's a bad moon on the rise

Mean lnngth of'BEFORE' linea
Mean length of'AFTER'IInos

z: 5511 mo
.. 6709 rna
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(03) Bridge Over Troubled Water- From: The Simon and Garfunkel Collection 17 of Their All
Time Greatmrt Hlt8
4 minutes 49 seconds

Une number
Verse 1
When you're weary, feeling small,
When tears are in your eyes, 1will dry them all, oh,
I'm on your side, oh, when times get rough,
And friends just can't be found.

Length In ms

03118
03128

10165
13559

03138

11517

Chorus
like a bridge over troubled water
1will lay me down
Like a bridge over troubled water
I will lay me doWn
Verse%
When you're down and out, when you're on the street,
When evening falls so hard I will comfort you,
TARGET UNE 03221
I'll take your part, oh, when darkness comes,
0323A
And pain is all around.

14698
11842

Chorus
Like a bridge over troubled water
I will lay me doWn
Like a bridge over troubled water
I will lay me down
Verse3
Sail on silver girl, sail on by,
Your time has come to shine, all your dreams are on their way,
See how they shine whoa if you need a friend,
I'm salllng right behind.

0332A
0333A
0334A

14689
11656
8916

Cllorus
Like a bridge over troubled water
I will ease your mind
Uka a bridge over troubled water
I will ease your mind.
Mean length of'BEFORE' linea
Mean length of'AFTER'IInes

=11747 ms
=11775ms
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(04) Country Roads (Take Me Horns)- From: John Denver Favourttes
2 minutes 27 seconds

Une nwnber
Verse 1
Almost heaven, West Vrrglnia
Blue Ridge Mountains, Shenandoah River,
Life is old there, older than the trees,
Younger than the mountain, blowing like a breeze

Length In ms
5133

04118
04128
04138

5359

1).422T
0423A

7596
5555

7590

Chorus
CouniJY roads, take me home,
To the place I belong,
West VIrginia, mountain mama,
Take me home, countr1 roads.

Verse2
All my memories gather round her,
Minor's lady, stranger to blue water.
Dark and dusty painted on the sky,
Misty taste of moonshine, teardrop In my eye.

TARGET UNE

Chorus
Country roads, take me home,
To the place 1belong,
West VIrginia, mountain mama,
Take me home, country roads.
Verse 3
1hear her voice In the morning hour she calls me,
The radio reminds me of my home far away,
And driving down the road 1get a feeling,
Thall should have been home yesterday, yesterday.

0432A

5962

0433A
0434A

4003

7291

ChonJS
Country roads take me home,
To the place I belong,
West VIrginia, mountain mama,
Take me home country roads.

Mean length of'BEFORE' II11!8S
Mean length of 'AFTER' lines

a

6027 ms

=5722 ma

Direction of Memory for Music D.6
(OSt Every nme You Cly- From: Hlghllght8 From The Main Event- John Farnham
3 minutes 26 seconds

Line number
Verse 1
Never before have I seen you look so blue,
I can't find a cure and nothing comforts you,
The light at the end of the tunnel,
Doesn't shine at the end of the day.

Length In ms

05119
05129
05138

6211

6406
4813

Chorus

Every time you at save up all your tears,
I will be your rainbow when they disappear,
Wash away the pain 'til you smile again,
I will bo the one who dries your eyes, ellery time you cry.
Verae 2
Time has a way of wounding what has healed,
What can I say? I know juat how you feel,
Your soul Is dark and troubled,
Uke a river running wild

TARGET LINE

05221
0523A

7988

0532A
0533A
0534A

9102

4423

CMrus
'Cause every time you cry !>aVO up all your tears,
I will be your rainbow when they disappear,
Wash away the pain unHI you smile again,
I wiD be the one who dries your eyes, every time you cry, every time you
Verse3
Well you know thafs what I'm here for,
I will be there when you weep, when you weep, whoa, whoa, whoa,
And there will be no hesitation,
I will reap no reward.

4928
7430

Ch0rusx2
'Cause every time you cry save up all your tears,
I will be your rainbow when they disappear,
Wash away the pain 'til you smite again,
1will be the one who dries your eyes, every time you cry,
Coda Repeat and fade
Every time you cry, every time you cry. Save up a1!yourtears.
Nloan length of 'BEFORE' lines
Mean length of 'AFTER' lines

., 6478ms
.. 6470 me

Direction of Memory for Music 0.7

108) Hotel california~ The Very B&at of The Eagles 1976

6 minutes 28 seconds (3 minutes 33 seconds of versea and choruses)

Une number Length in ma
Vento 1

On a dark desert hlgtwmy, cool wind In my hair, warm smell
of colitas rising up through the air.
Up ahead In the distance, I saw a shimmering light, my head
grew heavy and my sight grew dim, 1had to stop for the night
There she stood In the doorway, I heard the mission bell, and I
was thinking to myself "this could be heaven and this could be hell".
Then she Iii up a candle and she showed me the way, there
were voices down the corridor, I thought I heard them say...

06118

12783

06128

13142

06138

13369

0622T

13357

0023A

13485

0632A

13421

0633A

13148

0634

12341

Chorus 11)
Wek:ome to the Hotel California
Such a lovely place, such a lovely place, such a lovely face.
Plenty of room at the hotel California,
Any time of year you can find her here.
Vorso2

Her mind is definitely twisted, she got the Mercedes Benz,
she got a lot of pretty, pretty boys that she calls friends.
How they dance In the courtyard, sweet summer sweat,
some dance to remember same dance to forget TARGET UNE
So I called up the captain, "please bring me my wine", he said
"we haven't had that spirit here since 1989".
And still thase \ioices are calling from far emay, wake you up
in the middle of the night just to hear them say ...
Chorus12)
Welcome to the Hotel California,
Such a lovely place, such a lovely place, such a lovely face,
They're living it up at the Hotel California,
What a nice surprise, bring your alibis.
Verse3

Mirrors on the ceiling, the pink champagne on ice, and she said
"we are all just prisoners here of our own device".
And In the master's chambers they gathered for the feast, they
stabbed it with their steely knives, but they just can't kill the beast
last thing I remember, I was running for 1ho door, J had to find a
passage back to the place I was before.
"Relax" said the nightman, "we are programmed down to see,
you can check out any time you like, but you can never leave".

Moan length of 'BEFORE' lines
Mean length of 'AFTER' lines

= 'i3098 ms
"'~

13098 ms

Direction of Memory for Music 0.8

{07) 1can't Get No Satisfaction- From: Rolling Stones Singles Collection -The London Years
3 minutes 44 seconds

Unenumber

Length lnms

Chorus
I can't gat no satisfaction,
I can't get no satisfaction.
'Cause I try and I try and I try and I try.
I can't get no, I can't gat no.

Vense 1
When I'm drlvln' in my car, and a man comes on the radio
And he's telling me more and more
About some useless information
Supposed to fire my Imagination.

07118
07128
07138

6711
3204

0722T

0723A

3487
5341

0732A
0733
0734

3715
4911
3808

3460

Chorus
I can't get no, oh no no no. Hey hey hey, that's what I say.
I can't get no satisfaction, I can't get no satisfaction.
'Cause 1try and 1try and I try and I try.
I can't get no, I can't get no.

Verae2
When I'm watching mylV, and a man comes on to tell me
Howwhltemyshlrtscanbe.
TARGETUNE
Wall he can't be a man 'cause he doesn't smoke
the same cigarettes as me.
Chorus
I can't get no, oh no no no. Hey hey hey, that's what I say
I can't get no satisfaction, I can't get no girl with action.
'Cause I try and I try and I try EJnd I try.
I can't get no, I can't get no.

Verse3
When I rn rid in' round the world and I'm doin' this and I'm signing that
And I'm tryin' to make some girl
Who tells me baby batter come back maybe next week
'Cause you see I'm on a losing streak.
Chonm
I can't get no. oh no no no.
Hey, hey hey, thars what I say.
I can't get no, 1can't get no,
I can't get no satisfaction,
No satisfaction, no satisfaction, no satisfacHon.

Mean length of 'BEFORE' linea
Mean length of 'AFTER' lines

c:. 4458 ms

=4444 ms

Direction of Memory for Music D.9
(08) 1Heard it Through the Grapevine- From: The Big Chill- The Temptations

5 minutes 07 seconds

Una number

Length in ms

Verse1
Oo I bet you're wond'ring how I knew 'bout your plans to make me blue. 08118
08128
Wrth some other guy that you knew before
'tween the two of us guys, you know I love you more.
08138
It took me by surprise, 1must say when 1found out yesterday.

7616
4365

4600

Chorus

Don't you know that, I heard tt through the grapevine,
Not muclllonger WOl.Jid you be mine,
Oh 1heard it through the grapevine,
Oh 1just about to lose my mind, honey, honey, yeah.
Verse2
I know a man ain't supposed to cry, but these tears I can't hold Inside.
Losln' you would end my life you see,
TARGET UNE
'Cause you mean that much to me
You could have told me yourself that you love someone else,

0822T

....1

0823A

4365

Choi'U8
Instead, I heard it through the grapevine,
Not much longer would you be mine,
Oh I heard it through the grapevine,
And I'm just about to lose my mind, honey, honey, w641.
Verse3
People say you learn from what you see, not of what you hear,
But 1can't help bein' confused
If it's true please ten me dear,
Do you plan to let me go for the other guy you loved before.

0832A

4807

0833A

4600

0834A

8365

Chorus

Don't you know, I heard It through the grapevine,
Not much longer would you be mine,
Baby, I heard it through the grapevine,
Oo I'm just about to lose my mind, honey, honey, yeah.
Maan length of'BEFORE' lines
Mean length of 'AFTER' lines

:o

5657 ms

=6557 ms

Direction of Memory for Music 0.10
(09) It'a Too Late- From: carole King Tapestry
3 minutes 53 seconds
Une number
Versa 1
Stayed in bed all morning just to pass the time.
There's something wrong here, there can be no denying,
One of us Is changing,

09118

09128
09138

Longthlnms
4979
4542
2588

Or maybe wa've just stopped trying.
Chorus
An~ it's too late baby, now it's too late,
Though wo really did try to make it,
Something Inside has died and I can't hide,
And I just can't fake it.

Vene2
It used to be so easy Jiving hero with you,

TARGETUNE
You were light and breezy, and I knew just what to do
Now you look so unhappy,
And I feel like a fool.

0922T

4902

0923A

2786

0932A

4737

0933A
0934A

3692

Chorus

And it's too late baby, now it's too late,
Though we really did try to make it.
Something inside has died and I can't hide,

And Ijust can't fake it.
Verse3
There'll be good times again for me and you,
But we just can't stay together, don't you feel it too?
Still I'm glad for what we had,
And how I once loved you.

4923

Chorus
But it's too late baby, now it's too late,
Though we really did try to make it,
Something Inside has oied and I can' hide,
And I just can't fake it.
Mean length of 'BEFORE' lines
Mean length of 'AFTER'IInos

=4036 ms

=4035 mn

Direction of Memory for Music D.ll
(10) Jive Talkin' From: The Very Cost of tho Boo Goes

3 minutes and 09 seconds

Uno nmnbor

Length In ms

Chorus

Jl's just your jive talkin', you'ra telling me lies, yeah.
Jive tatkln', you wear a disgui~e.
Jive talkln' so misunderstood, yeah.
Jive talkin' you really no good.

Verse 1
Oh my chlld you'll never know,
Just what you mean to me,
Oh my child you got so much,
You're gonna ta.'<e away my energy.

10118
10128
10138

4255
4452
5050

Chorus

Wrth all your jive tal kin' you're telling me lies, yeah,
Good Iovin' still gets In my eyes,
Nobody believes what you say,
It's your jive tal kin' !hat gets in the way.
Verse 2
Oh my love, you're so good,
Tre~ting

rna oo crual,

There you go W1lh your fancy lies,
Leaving me like a dumbstruck foot.

TARGET UNE

1022T

2940

1023A

4484

1032A

4069
4669
4634

Chorus

With all your jive lalkln', you're telling me lies yeah,
Jive tal kin', you wear a disguise,
Jive ta!kin' so misunderstood, yeah.
Jive talkln' just ain't no good.
Verne 3
Love talkln' is all vary fine, yeah
Jive talkin' just isn't a crime,
And If there's somebody you'll love till you die,
Then all that jive taikin' just gets in your eye.

1033A
1034A

Choru3

Jive talkin' you're telling me lies, yeah.
Good Iovin' still gets in my ayes,
Nobody believes what you say,
It's just your jive talkin' that gets In the way.
Ropoat voroe 3

Mean ler:gth of 'BEFORE' linea

Mean length or 'AFTER' Unoo

=4423 ma
c

4464 ma

Direction of Memory for Music 0.12

(11) Joy to tile World- From: The Big Chill- Three Dog Might
3 minutes 36 seconds
Lina number
Veroe1
Jeremiah was a bullfrog, was a good friend of mine,
Never understood a single word he said,
But I helped him to drink his wine,
Yes ha always had some mighty fine wine.

Length in ms

11118
11128

1113[;

6223
3065

3159

Chorun

Singing joy to the world,
All the boys and girls,
Joy to the fishes In the deep blue sea,
Joy to you and me.
Verse 2

lfl were king of the road, tell you what I'd do,
Throwall'r.llythacaro,andthobaro,andthewars, TARGETLINE
Makesweettovetoyou,
Slngilnow.

1122T
1123A

4447
3135

1132A
1133A
1134A

4644
3529

Chorus

Singing joy to the world,
All the boys and girls,
Joy to the fishes In the deep blue sea,
Joy to you and me.
Vema 3
You know I love the ladies, love to have my fun,
I'm a high night flyer and a rainbow rider,
A straight shootin' son of a gun,
I said a straight shooUn' son of a gun.

5294

Chorua

Singing joy to the world,
An the boys and girls,
Joy to the fishes In the deep blue sea,
Joy to you and me.
Repeat chorus.
Mean lennth of'BEFORE' llllOIS
Mean length of'AFTER'Iirces

=

4149 ms
"'4150 rna

Direction of Memory for Music 0.13
(12) Mrs. Robinson- From: Tho Simon and Garfunkel Collection -17 or Their All lima Grontoot
Recordlngo

3 minutes and 52 seconds
Una number

Longthin ms

Chorus
And here's to you Mrs. Robinson,
Jesus Iovas you more than you will know, whoa, whoa, whoa,
God bless you please Mrs. Robinson,
Heaven holds a place for those who pray, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey.
Verso1
We like to know a little bit about you for our files,
We'd like to help you learn to help your self,
look around you all you see are sympathetic ayes,
Stroll around the grounds until you feel at home.

12118
12128
12138

590.

12221
1223A

5338
6889

1232A
1233A
1234A

6490

5619
6461

Choruu
And here's to you Mrs. Robinson,
Jesus loves you more than you will know, whoa, whoa, whoa,
God bless you please Mrs. Robinson,
Heaven holds a place for those who pray, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hay.
Vorse2

Hiding in a hiding place where no-one AVer goes,
Put It In your pantry \'VIth your cup calt~.
It's a little secret, just a Robinson's' affair,
Most of all you've got to hide it from the kids.

TARGET LINE

Chorus

Coo, coo, cook at you Mrs. Robinson,
Jesus loves you more than you will know, whoa, whoa, whoa,
Gad bless you please Mrs. Robinson,
Heaven holds a place for those who pray, hey, h&f, hey, hey, hey, hey.
Verse3
Sitting on a sofa on a Sunday afternoon,
Going to the candidates' debate,
Laugh about It shout about it when yov' 10 got to choose,
Every way you look at it you lose.

6130

4644

Coda
Where have you gone Joe 01 Maggio,
Our nation tums its lonely eyes to you, woo, woo, woo,
What's that you say Mrs. Robinson?
Jolting Joe has left and gone away, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey, hey.
Mean length of 'BEFORE' lines
Mean length of 'AFTER' lines

= 6996 ms
= 6038 ms

Direction of Memory for Music 0.14
(13) Fooling the Same Way- From: Come Away With Mo- tJorah Jones
2 minutes 55 seconds

Line number
Verse 1
The sun just slipped its note below my door
And 1can't hide beneath my sheets
I read the words before so now I know

length In ms

13118
13128
1:\138

3762
4133
4458

1322T
1323A

4505

The time has come again for me
Chorus
And I'm feelln' the same way all over again
Feel in' the same way all over again
Singin' the same lines an over again
No m~tter how much I pretend

Verso2
Another day that I c;an't find my head
My foot don't look III<o they're my own
I'll try and find the floor below to stand
And I hope I reach it once again

TARGET UNE

3994

Chorus
And I'm feelln' the same way aU over again
Faelin' the same way all over again
Singin' the same lines all over again
No matter how much I pretend
Instrumental and Vocallntortude
Verse3

So many times I wonder where I've gone
And how I found my way back in
I look around awhile for something lost
Maybe I'll find it in the end

1332A
1333A
1334A

4458
4272

3437

Chorus
And I'm feelin' the same way all over again
Feel in' the same way all over again
Singing the same lines at! over again
No matter how much I protend
Repeat chorus with last line repeated
Mean length of'BEFORE' lines
Mean length of 'AFTER' llneu

= 4118 ms
= 4160 ms

Direction ofMemory for Music D.l 5
(14) Sloop John 'B'- From: The ForrestGump Soundtrack- The Beach Boys
2 minutes 53 seconds
Uno numbor
Veroe1
Wocome on the Sloop John 'B', my grandfa1herand me,
Around Nassau town we do roam.
Drinking all night, got Into a fight,
Well, I feel so broke up, I wanna go home.

Length In ms

14119
14128
14138

7384
5568

1422T
1423A

6229
6564

1432A
1433A
1434A

6232
7036
6269

6827

Chorus
So hoist up the John '8' sail, see how the mainsail set,
Call for the captain ashore, let me go home.
Let me go hc.ne, I wanna go home, oh yeah,
Well, I feat so bro!\fo up, I wanna go home.
Verse 2
The first mate he got dru1J:. i •.:- ~~;nh< in the captain's trunk,
The constble had to co;~~· ..,,..;.! ('J '( •. i"tim away. TARGET I.INE
Sheriff John Stone why don't yoo.JIL • • me atone,
Yeah, yeah, well I feel so broke ~pI wanna go home.
Chorus
So hoist up the John '8' sail, see how the mainsail set,
Call for the captain ashore, let me go home.
Let me go home, I wanna go home, oh yeah,
Well, I feel so broke up, I wanna go home.
Verse3

Poor cook he got the fits, he threw away all my grits,
And then he took and he ate up all of my corn,
Let me go home, why don't they let me go home,
This Is the worst trip I've ever been on.
Chorus
So hcist up the John '8' sail, s.;e how the mainsail set,
Call for the captain ashore, let me go home.
let me go home, I wanna go home, oh yeah,
Well, I feel so broke up, I wanna go home.

Mean length of 'BEFORE' Iinse
Mean length of 'AFTER' lines

= 6593 ms

=6525 rna

Direction of Memory for Music D.l6
(15) Tho Only Thing That Looka Good on Me- From: BJyan Adams- Tho B9flt: of r.~o
3 minutes 35 seconds

Uno numbllr
Vorse1
Well, I don't look good in no Armani Suits
No Gucei shoes or designer boots
I've tried the latest lines from A to Z
But there's just one thing that looks good on me.

Length In mn

15128

4284
4548

15138

4023

1522T
1523A

4429

1532A

4226
5898
3199

15118

Chorus
The only thing 1want.
The only thing I need
The only thing I choc :a
The only thing that lac,I{S good on me is you.
Voree2
I'm not satisfied with Versace style

Put those patont laathsr pants In tho circular file TARGET UNE
Sometimes I think I might be lookin' good
But there's only one thing that fils like it should.

3884

Chorus
The only thing I want
The only thing I need
The only thing I choose
The only thing that looks good on me Is you.
Verse3
Yeah it's you- it could only be you, you
Nobody else will ever do
'ieah baby it's you -that I stick to
Yoail we sUck like glue

1533A
1534A

Ch9rut
The only tJ!nil . want
The only thin•. 1 .,qed
The only lhinq! ci:r.o::;e
Yeah, the only b'~'· ·~~ 1hallooks good on me is you
Mean length of 'BEFORE' lines
Mean length of 'AFrER" linea

"'4265 ms
"'4302 rna

Direction of Memory for Music 0.17
(16) This Train Don't stop There Anymore- from: Elton ,inhn- Son go From Tho Woot Coaot
4 minutes 37 seconds
UR".J nwnb~-~"
Lon{Jthlnma
Veme1
You may not believe it, but I don't believe In miracles anymore
16118
7268
And when I think about it, I don't believe I ever did for sure
18128
7268
All the things I've said in songs, All the purple prose you bought from me 16138
7447
Realities just black and white, the sentimental things I'd write never meant that much to me
Chorus

I use to be the main express, all steam and whisUes heading west
Picking up my pain from door to door, riding on the Storyline
Furnace burning overtime, but this train don't stop
This train don't stop, this train don't stop there anymore.

Verse 2
You don't need to hear it, but I'm dried up and sick to death of love

TARGHLINE
If you nood to know it. I nevor really underotood thGt stuff
16221
7941
All the stars and bleeding hearts, all the tears that welled up In my eyes 1623A
6522
Never meant a thing to me, read 'em as they say and weep, I've never fell enough to ay.
Charm~

I used to be the main express, all steam nnd whisUes hooding west
Picking up my pain from door to door, riding on the Storyline
Furnace burning overtime, but this train don't stop
This train don't stop, th!s train don't stop there anymore.
Verso3

When I say that I don't care,
It really means my engine's breaking down,
The chisel chips my heart again, the granite cracks beneath my skin,

1633A

7291
6850

I crumble into piecoo on the ground

1634A

6969

1632A

Chorus
I used to be the main express, all steam anti whistles heading west
Picking up my pain from door to door, riding on tho3 Storyline
Furnace burning overtime, but this train don't stop
This train don't stop, this train don't stop there anymore.

Coda
But this train don't stop
This train don't stop
This train don't stop there anymore.

Moan length of 'BEFORE' llnoo
Mean length of 'AFTER' llnms

= 7328 I1Ul
.. 7413 ms

Direction of Memory for Music 0.18
(17) Wild Horses- From: Tho Rolling Stomts Sing lea Collection The London Voaro
5 minutes 39 seconds

Uno nwnbsr
Verne 1
Childhood living is easy to do,
The things you wanted I bought them for you,
Graceless lady, you know who am,
You know I cant let you slide through my hands.

length In ma

17118
17128
1713EI

11517

13189
11656

Chorun
Wild horses,
Couldn"t drag me away,
Wild, wild horses,
Couldn't drag me away.

Verne2
I watched you suffer a dull aching pain,
Now you docldsd to ohow me the sama,
No sweeping exits or offstage Jines,
Could make you fecl bitter or treat you unkind.

TARGET UNE

1722T
1723A

11703

1732A
1733A
1734A

11099
11517

13189

Chorus
Wild horses,
.
Couldn't drag me away,
Wild, wild horses,
Couldn't drag me away.
Veroe3
I know I dreamed you a sin and a Ue,
I have my freruJom but I don't have much time,
Faith has bea11 broken tears must be aied,
Let's do some IMng after we die.

12701

Chorua
Wild horses,
Couldn't drag me 8Wf!oJ,
Wild, wild horses,
We"ll ride them someday.
Mean length of'BEFORE'IInes
Mean lengtit of'AFTER' linea

=12120 me
a 1212G ms

Direction of Memory for Music 0.19
(18) You Mako Me Feel Uka) A Natural Woman -From: Tapestry Carole l<lng
3 minutes 47 seconds
Uno numtY.lr
Verne 1
18118
Looking out on the morning rain, I used to feel uninspired,
And when I knew I had to face another day, Lord, it made me fee! so tired, 18128
18138
Before the day I met you, life was so unkind,
But your love was the key to my mind.

Longthlnmo
12283

12545
6699

Chorus
Cause you malmmefeel,
You make me feel,
You make me feel like,
A natural woman.

V6tllo 2
\A>'hen my soul was In the lost and found, you came along to claim it,
I didn't knnw just what \'ros 'J.II"Ong with rna,
till your ldoa helped mo nmno It,
TARGET LINE
Now I'm no longer doubtful of what I'm living for,
Cause If I mal:e you happy 1don't need to do mora.

1822T

1823A

13831
11000

Choruo

Causa yc•u make me feel,
You meKe me feel,
You make me fool like,
A natural woman.
Veroo3

Oh, baby what you've done to me, done to me,
You make me feet so good Inside, good Inside,
And I just wanna, wanna be dose to you
You make me feat so alive

1832A
1833A

10513
10728

1834A

9005

Choruo
Cause you make me feel,
You make me feet,
You make me feel like,
A natural woman.
Mean length or 'BEFORE' lines
fl.oan length of 'AFTER' llltfn

.. 10500 ms
,. 10338 ma

Direction of Memory for Music 0.20
(19) You've Got A Friend- From: Tapestry carole King

5 minutes 09 seconds
Una number

Len[!th In roo

Veroo1

When you're down and troubled, and you need some loving care,
And nothing, nothing is going right.
Close your ~es and think of me, and soon I will be there
To brighten up even your darkest nights.

19118
19128
19138

8173
6130
8127

1922T
1923A

8545
10130

1932A
1933A
1934A

9680
4876

Chonm
You just call out my name, and you know where ever 1am
I'll come running to see you again.
Winter, spring, summer, or fall, all you have to do is call
And I'll be there, ain'tlt good to know you've got a friend.
Voroo2
lfthe sky abovfl you grows dark and full of clO\lds
And that old north wind beglna to blow
Keep your head together and call my name out loud
Soon you'll hear me knocking at your door.

TARGET UNE

Chorus
You just call out my name and you know where ever I am
I'll come running to see you again.
Winter spring, summer, or fall, aU you have to do is ca!l
And I'll be there, ain't it good to know you've got a friend.
Verso 3

When people can be so cold,
They'll hurt you, yes, and desert you.
And take your soul if you let them.
Oh, but don't you let them.

5201

Chorus

You just call out my name and you know where ever I am
I'll come running to seo you again,
Winter, spring, summer or fall, all you've got to do is call.
And I'll be there, you've got a friend.
Mean length of'BEFORE' lines

., 7476 ms

Mean longth of'AFTER'IInes

.. 7611 ms

Direction of Memory for Music 0.21
(20) You've Loat That Loving Feeling- From: Tho Rlghtt:lous Brothers GroJ.test Hits
3 minutes 37 seconds

Una number
Verse 1
You never close your eyes anymore when I kiss your lips
And there's no tenderness like there was before In your fingertfps
You're trying hard not to show it,
But baby, baby I know it

20118
20128
20138

Lcngthlnms
7872

7198
5991

Chorus

You've lost that loving feeling
Whoa, that loving feeling
You've lost that loving fooling
Now it's gone, gone, gone, whOa --whoa- oh

Verso 2
Now !hate's no welcome look In your eyes when I reach for you
TARGET LINE
And girl you'ro atarting to criHclse the little thlnQGI do
lt makes me just feel like crying,
'Cause baby, something beautiful's dying

2022T
2023A

8160
4899

Chorus
You've lost that loving feeling
Whoa, that loving feeling
You've lost that loving feeling
Now it's gone, gone, gone, whoa-whoa- oh
Varse3

Baby, baby I get down from my knees for you
If you would only love me like you use<l to do yeah

2032A
2033A
2034A

We had a love, a love, a love you don't find everyday
So don'tdon1, dont don't let it slip awat

8568

7523
7129

Brtdgo

Baby, baby, baby, baby,
I need you please, please, p!ease, please
I need your love, need your love, need your love, need your love,
Bring it on back, bring it on back, bring It on back

Chorus
Bring back lhet loving feeling
Whoa, that loving feeling
Bring back that loving feeling
'Cause it's gone, gone, gone and I can't go on, whoa-whoa-oh
Bring back that loving feeling, whoa that loving feeling.

PJloan length of 'BEFORE' llnes "" 7021 ma
r.nean length oi'AFTER' linen
"' 7029 ms

Direction ofMemory for Music 0.22
(N01) Funky- Tall Popploo
2 minutes 58 seconds
Unenwnbr.ll'

VfJroO 1
1was sipping on a cappuccino, he looked through the cafe window
Caught the eye of this familiar stranger, he turned away when he
sensed the danger
So I left my post some things just can1 wan
Sacrificed my dignity and chased him down the lane.

Length lnms

N0111B

7152

N 01128

8452

N0113S

7605

N0122T

8452
7486

Chorus
Too funky, you'retoo funky for me
Just a little, just a smidgen
Too funky, you're too tmky for me
So what ya doin' thls evening?
Veroo2
A metropolitan prince, he's keeping to himself
TARGET LINE
Daspit& tho conaequonco I ask him ID he on tho shelf?
Doesn't matter if he Is there's no way you'll get through now
'Cos his 11air is much nicer than yours

N 0123A

Chorus
Too funky, you're too funky for me
Just a little, just a smidgen
Too funky, you're too funky for me
So what ya doin' this evening.
Veroo3
So he took my hand
And bought me a pair of shoos
And when he'd cut my hair
Said babe· now you're funky too".

N0132A
N 0133A
N 0134A

6266

7059
8452

Choroo
Too funky, you're too funky for me
Just tllittle, just a smidgen
Too funky, you're too funky for me.

Mean length of 'BEFORE' lines
Mean length of 'AFTER' lines

=7737ms
.. 7816ma

Direction of Memory for Music 0.23
(N02) St Nlcholao- cannel and the r.11tes
2 minutes 44 seconds
Llnenwnber

Under cover of darkness St. Nicholas threw three bags of
gold through an open window
Helping three girls who would soon be sold by their father
who was poor
They didn't know where the gold came from it was heaven
sent to set then free
When their father found out what 81. Nicholas had done he
was filled with gra!Hude, gratitude to him

Length in me

N 02118

6769

N 02128

5471

N0213B

5669

Chorus
Let the spirit of Christmas Uve In your heart
May it last all year tong
And follow the path of St. Nicholas
Helper of children, helper of children

V11roe 2
Soon the message spread out across the sea of this kind man Nicholas
TARGET LINE
Who was Biohop of Myra In Lycea In the Fourth Century
N 0222T
Working~urjustice all of his life, he was a good and holy man
N 0223A
Perfoonlng many mlrades speaking the truth and saving people form hann

6409
6519

Chorus
Let the spirit of Christmas live in your heart
May It last all year long
And follow the path of st. Nicholas
Helper of children, helper of children
Vomo3
He is patrOl I saint of many places including Russia and Greece
And the giving of prssents it is thought
Comes from his kindly deeds
Of helping children, children In need

N 0232A
N 0233A
N0234A

5422
5939
5805

Choruo
Let the spirit of Christmas live in your heart
May it last all year tong
And follow the path of st. Nicholas
Helper of children, helper of children
Mean length of 'BEFORE' lln09
Mean length Ol"AFT~R'IInoo

5969 ms
5921 ms

Direction of Memory fur Music D.24
Trial Song- t.'lary Had a Uttle Lamb- From: Bast Ever Kids Songs- Frnnclacus Honri

Una mom bar

tflngth In ms

Chorua

Mary had a little lamb,
LitHe lamb, little lamb,
Maryn had a 1ittlahla,mb,
11s eece was w e as snO'.Y.

.:;
,

Vel'$& 1
Everywhere that Mary went,
Mary went, Mary went,
Everywhere that Mary went,
The lamb was Sl.lre to go

Trial 0118

2386

Trial 012T

2159

Trial 013A

2084

Verse 2
It followed her to school one day,
School one day, school one day.
It followed her to school one day,

Which \"13:1 ag<llnst tho rules.
Verse 3
It made the chlldren laugh and play,
Laugh and play, laugh and play,
It made the children laugh and play
To see a lamb at school.

TARGET LINE

Mean length of 'BEFORE' linen
Maan longth of 'AFTER' II net~

2386 ms
2D84ms

Direction of Memory for Music 0.25

Trial Song - Blowln' In th0 Wind- From: The Forrest Gump Soundtrock- Joan Baoz

46 seconds (One verse and chorus only)

Untt number

Length In ms

Trial 0218

10542

sloops In the oand?

Triai022T

10566

How many times must the canon balls fly before
they're forever banned?

Trial 023A

10495

v.... 1

How many roads must a man walk down before you
can call him a man?
TARGETUNE
How many seaa must lhe white dove aau before she

Chorus

The answer my friend
Is blowin' in tha wind
The answer is blowin'ln the wind.
Mean length of 'BEFORE' linea

"' 10542 ms

Mean length of 'AFTER' llnos

-= 10495 ma

Direction of Memory for Music E. I
Appendil<E

Practice Number Questions

If given the number 8, does the number 6
come BEFORE or AFTER it in a normal
counting sequence?

Press the key marked 'B' for BEFORE, or the
key marked 'A' for AFTER.

Direction of Memory for Music E.2

Practice Number Questions Continued

If given the number 4, does the number 9
come BEFORE or AFTER it in a normal
counting sequence?

Press the key marked 'B' for BEFORE, or the
key marked 'A' for AFTER.

Direction ofMemory for Music E.3
Practice Number Questions Continued

If given the number 8, does the number 10
come BEFORE or AFTER it in a normal
counting sequence?
Press the key marked 'B' for BEFORE, or the
key marked 'A' for AFTER

Direction of Memory for Music E.4

Practice Number Questions Continued

If given the number 7, does the number 5
come BEFORE or AFTER it in a nom1al
counting sequence?
Press the key marked 'B' for BEFORE, or the
key marked 'A' for AFTER.

Direction of Memory for Music F
AppendixF

Instruction Sheet
INSTRUCTIONS

The experiment in which you are about to participate has a number of stages.
Firstly, from a list of20 popular songs, you will be asked to select eight songs that

you are most familiar with. Next, you will listen to entire recordings of your selected
songs. Once this is fmished, there will be a short practice session followed by the
testing phase.
In the testing phase, a one-line excerpt from each song will be played to you followed
by another one-line excerpt from somewhere else within the same song. The
procedure will be repeated for seven pairs of excerpts for each of the eight songs you
have selected, and for two songs that will be unknown to you.
Your task is to decide whether the second excerpt that you hear comes before or

after the first excerpt in the normal course of the song. If you think the second
excerpt comes before the first excerpt then press the key marked 'B' on the computer
keyboard. If you think the second excerpt you hear comes after the first excerpt, then
press the key marked 'A'.
It is important to press the appropriate key as quickly as possible once you have
made a decision even though the excerpt from the song will continue playing through
to the end.
At the end of the practice session and at the end of each of the ten trials, you should
contact the experimenter so that the experiment can proceed. Please feel free to ask
any questions you may have before the experiment begins. The entire experiment
should take between one hour to one and quarter hours, and your participation is very
much appreciated.

liilin

wm -

TF

wrsw

Direction of Memory for Music G
Appendix G

Counting Task Instructions

In the following trials you will be given a

number, and then asked to decide whether a
second number comes BEFORE or AFTER
the first number in a normal counting
sequence.

Press the key marked 'B' if the second number
comes BEFORE the first number, or the key
marked 'A' ifthe second number comes
AFTER the first number.

Direction of Memory for Music H
Ap~endixH

Complete Song Question

You will now hear a series oftwo one-line
excerpts from the songs that were played for
you.
For each pair of excerpts, your task is to
decide whether the second excerpt you hear
comes BEFO!RlE or AFTER the first excerpt
in the normal course of the song. There will
be seven pairs of excerpts for each song.

As soon as possible, press the key marked 'B'
if you think that the second excerpt comes
BEJFORE the first excerpt, or press the key
marked 'A' if you think that the second
excerpt comes AFTER the first excerpt.

Please press the 'Space Bar' to continue.

Direction of Memory for Music I
Appendix I

Song Question Prompt Screen

Does the second excerpt you hear come
BEFORJE or AFTER the first excerpt in the
normal course ofthe song?

Please press a response key
as soon a§ possible.

Press

or

Press

B

A

If the second
excerpt comes
BEFORE the
first excerpt.

Ifthe second
excerpt comes
AFTER the
first excerpt.

Direction of Memory for Music J

Average Mean Reaction Times (ms) of Correct Responses for Each Probe
Line to Popular and New Songs Combined.
Excerpt No.
Participant

501
502
503
504

505
S06
S07
506
809
510
511
512
513
S14

515
518
517
518
519
520
S21
922
523
524
525
826
827

528
529
S30
531
532
533
534
535
S36
537
530
539

...,
541
542
543

544
546
546
547
546
549
560
Grand Totol

1

2

Voroo 1
llna2

Voroo 1
llno3

7118.0
4817.5
7466.5
4559.3
4639.3
6081.7
4518.8
5526.0
3661.4
5929.6
9375.5
5126.0
5465.6
4211.4
5236.0
6411.4
4088.6
4740.7
4785.4
3898.0
5496.9
5019.7
4861.0
3189.1
4766.4
7319.8
8681.0
5867.3
6244.3
6137.8
6147.9
5714.6
7880.3
10025.3
3252.4
3536.7
4408.8
4184.1
4115.6
3555.2
3033.0
5720.8
3425.4
7211.7
1888.8
4781.4
2fl73.3
4909.1
3073.0
2736.8
5059.8

7739.2
5290.5
7408.0
5908.0
4444.3
5616.3
5607.4
5934.1
3707.2
5304.3
10172.6
5461.3
5€02.6
4614.6
6594.3
8:.!09.3
3795.8
4034.7
4708.7
4559.8
7482.3
5632.1
4831.5
2867.4
4847.0
6337.8
5905.5
6265.3
6256.3
6164.0
7294.7
7209.0
5867.4
9927.0
3532.1
4002.6
3945.5
3893.0
4302.7
2797.3
3403.3
4667.6
3277.8
7125.4
2980.1
6143.3
3561.2
5150.4
2562.0
2427.3
52S8.0

•

Verso2
Llne3

5833.3
3485.3
6561.4
5055.2
5546.6
6431.2
5667.3
3738.8
4302.1
6740.0
8726.7
6051.3
5213.0
6136.3
5746.2
8255.8
4045.8
3784.1
4120.7
3114.9
4482.6
4317.0
6679.9
3157.Z
6164.6
8312.6
6241.4
6166.9
7324.0
4491.3
5744.2
5067.8
5254.8
8550.9
4893.3
3769.0
5275.4
2646.4
3656.1
3876.3
3305.7
5882.5
3368.4
7927.8
2398.2
4473.3
5417.8
1898.3
4225.6
2308.0
5143.6

4
Varao3
llr.o 2
7367.0
3454.3
5321.6
4334.4
4549.2
7029.3
4860.1
4874.1
3500.3
4289.9
11145.7
5538.6
3870.5
3707.0
4879.9
5903.3
3359.5
4201.3
5212.4
4563.7
3747.0
4395.9
7114.7
3795.2
3908.4
4967.7
8967.3
5978.4
7208.7
2874.3
4881.3
5835.2
6422.3
7822.5
4634.4
3982.6
6803.5
3904.4
3370.6
3700.8
2200.6
6388.8
3916.0
8026.5
1879.8
3016.8
3298.6
2205.6
2893.6
2902.3
4782.6

6
Varoo3
line 3

7486.0
4451.0
6212.8
3246.0
5120.3
5469.4
3932.9
4554.7
3394.5
4070.9
9692.1
4800.4
4188.8
3975.6
3831.4
65~.0

3618.fl
3675.8
5136.1
2590.5
3810.9
4545.2
5477.8
4653.0
3569.1
9278.0
6875.8
5455.2
6334.4
4193.3
5612.3
4446.5
6147.4
6692.6
4569.7
4107.2
5321.1
2872.6
3253.5
2981.8
2418.1
5151.3
3822.3
7832.4
2327.1
3867.4
3158.0
2319.5
4248.6
2335.6
4819.8

• I

Verna 3
_!lno4

7856.6
3703.6
5004.4
3630.6
4231.0
5498.8
3605.7
3368.8
4124.1
4779.6
9540.5
4006.6
4248.1
4612.0
5154.9
5663.3
4248.6
3012.6
5612.1
4086.9
3724.7
3662.8
5316.0
3272.9
4033.7
7741.5
7055.7
6144.0
6494.4
2675.6
6012.2
4989.2
7679.9
7532.4
5352.1
3575.8
5986.6
3125.5
3572.1
3560.3

3276.5
4839.0
2752.1
6431.3
1690.4
3474.4
3235.1
2529.0
4479.8
2419.7
4647.2

Direction of Memory for Music K
AppcndixK

One Way Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of RTs for Line 3 for

Verses 1, 2, and 3.
TcntG ofWithln.Subjactn Effecls
Measure: MEASURE_1
Sphericity Assumod
Typelll Sum of
Source
··Squares
9785599.278
VERSE
Error(VERSE)
74247706.609
a Computed using alpha-- .05

df

2000
94.000

Mean Square

F

489279~.639

6.194

Non cent. Observed
Parameter
0.003
12.389
0.883

Sig.

Po''"

789869.221

2 x 2 Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) ofRTs Lines for 2 and 3 in

Verses 1 ('Before J and 3 ('After J.
Teats of Withln..Subjects Eft'~
Measure: MEASURE_1
Source

Mean Squaro

Direction of Memory for Music L.l
AppendixL

Accuracy Scores Measured as Percent (1.10) Correct for 'Popular', 'New', and
'Popular and New' Songs Combined

801
502
503
504
505
506
$07
SOB
509

SU!
511
512
513

S14
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
S26
521
520
529
530
S31
532
533
534
S35

5::6
537
S30
539
540
541
542

543
544
S4S

S40
547

S40
545
550

p
87.5
75.0
100.0
50.0
62.5
62.5
87.5
75.0
100.0
75.0
62.5
87.5
87.5
75.0
100.0
75.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
87.5
87.5
87.5
87.5
100.0
100.0
62.5
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
62.5
62.5
62.5
100.0
100.0
100.0
87.5
87.5
100.0
100.0
75.0
100.0
100.0
87.5
75.0
75.0
87.5
100.0
100.0
87.5

N

100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
50.0
50.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
50.0
100.0

Verne 1 Uno3

VG1'90 1 Una 2

Verse 1 Unoi
Sub]oct

T
90.0
70.0
100.0
60.0
70.0
60.0
90.0
70.0
100.0
70.0
70.0
90.0
90.0
80.0
100.0
70.0
100.0
100.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
80.0
100.0
100.0
70.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
70.0
60.0
70.0
100.0
100.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
100.0
70.0
90.0
100.0
80.0
80.0
80.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0

p

87.5
37.5
100.0
62.5
50.0
37.5
75.0
50.0
100.0
75.0
62.5
87.5
87.5
100.0

62.5
62.5
75.0
87.5
75.0
50.0
62.5
62.5
100.0
75.0
87.5

se.o

87.5
87.5
50.0
100.0
75.0

M.S
37.5
75.0
100.0
50.0
75.0
87.5
75.0
100.0
62.5
62.5
87.5
62.5
87.5
87.5
62.5
100.0

62.5
50.0

"

50.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
0.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
50.0
100.0
50.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
50.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
50.0
50.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
50.0
100.0

T
80.0
40.0
100.0
70.0
60.0
30.0
80.0
60.0
100.0
70.0
60.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
70.0
..60.0
80.0
90.0
70.0
50.0
70.0
60.0
90.0
80.0
90.0
60.0
80.0
90.0
60.0
90.0

so.o

80.0
40.0
80.0
10{).0
60.0
80.0
80.0
80.0
100.0
70.0
60.0
90.0
60.0
80.0
00.0
60.0
100.0
60.0
60.0

p

62.5
50.0
25.0
62.5
50.0
25.0
75.0
62.5
50.0
75.0
75.0
75.0
62.5
87.5
50.0
87.5
87.5
50.0
37.5
37.5
62.5
75.0
75.0
75.0
100.0
50.0
50.0
62.5
87.5
75.0
87.5
37.5
100.0
37.5
87.5
87.5
50.0
62.5
37.5
62.5
62.5
50.0
37.5
50.0
62.5
37.5
37.5
87.5
37.5
25.0

"

50.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
50.0
100.0
100.0
0.0
50.0
100.0
0.0
100.0
100.0
0.0
50.0
0.0
50.0
0.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
0.0
50.0
100.0
50.0
0.0
50.0
50.0
0.0
100.0
0.0
100.0
100.0
0.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
100.0
0.0
100.0
100.0
0,0
50.0

T
60.0
40.0
20.0
70.0
60.0
30.0
80.0
70.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
80.0
50.0

eo.o

60.0
70.0
90.0
60.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
70.0
80.0
80.0
100.0
60.0
40.0
60.0
90.0
70.0
70.0
40.0
90.0
30.0
90.0
70.0
60.0
70.0
30.0
60.0
60.0
50.0
40.0
50.0
70.0
30.0
50.0
90.0
30.0
30.0

Direction of Memory for Music L.2

Accuraey Scores Measured as Percent f/o) Correct for 'Popular', 'New', and
'Popular and New' Songs Combined Continued.

801

802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
511
812
813
814
815
516
817
818
519
820
821
522
S23
524
526
526
527
828
529

S30
$31
S32
533
$34
535
S3G
$37
838
$39

S40
S41
S42

......
S43
S44

S47
548

549
S50

Vorse2 no3
N
T
87.5
50.0
80.0
75.0 100.0
60.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
50.0 100.0
60.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
50.0
500
50.0
25.0
50.0
30.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
25.0 100.0
40.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
87.5
0.0
70.0
75.0 100.0
60.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
60.0
00.0 100.0
87.5
50.0
60.0
62.5
50.0
60.0
75.0 100.0
60.0
75.0
0.0
60.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
87.5
50.0
80.0
f..C.O 100.0
60.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
75.0 100.0
60.0
70.0
62.5 100.0
50.0 100.0
60.0
37.5
50.0
40.0
62.5
0.0
50.0
87.5
50.0
80.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
25.0 100.0
40.0
67.5 100.0
90.0
50.0
37.5 100.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
25.0
50.0
30.0
37.5
50.0
40.0
37.5 100.0
50.0
87.5
50.0
80.0
75.0
0.0
00.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
62.5
50.0
60.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
87.5
0.0
70.0
02.5 100.0
70.0

•

Veroe3 Une2
N
T
87.5
50.0
ao.o
87.5 100.0
00.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
62.5
50.0
60.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
75.0 100.0
eo.o
62.5 100.0
70.0
50.0 100.0
60.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
75.0
0.0
60.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
37.5
500
40.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
37.5 100.0
50.0
62.5
50.0
60.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
87.5
50.0
80.0
62.5
50.0
60.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
62.5
50.0
60.0
62.5
50.0
60.0
37.5
50.0
40.0
62.5
50.0
60.0
50.0
500
50.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
75.0 100.0
60.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
62.5
50.0
60.0
75.0
0.0
00.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
87.e 100.0
90.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
100.0
0.0
60.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0 100.0
60.0

•

Voroe 3 Une3
p
N
T
60.0
50.0 100.0
37.5
50.0
40.0
100.0
50.0
90.0
50.0 100.0
60.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
37.5
5c.o
40.0
75.0 100.0
BO.O
87.5
50.0
80.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
37.5
40.0
600
100.0 100.0 100.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
75.0
0.0
60.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0 100.0
60.0
37.5 100.0
50.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
100.0
0.0
80.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
6>5
500
60.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
87.5
50.0
80.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
75.0
0.0
60.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
suo 100.0 60.0
62.5
0.0
50.0
75.0 100.0
60.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
75.0 100.0
60.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
87.5
50.0
80.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
62.5
0.0
50.0
50.0 100.0
60.0
75.0 100.0
90.0
75.0 100.0
90.0

Verne 3 Line 4
N
T
80.0
87.5
50.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
67.5 100.0
90.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
100.0
50.0
900
75.0
0.0
60.0
ll2.5 100.0
70.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
67.5 100.0
90.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
67.5 100.0
90.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
100.0
50.0
90.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
50.0 100.0
60.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
100.0 iOO.G iOD.O
87.5
50.0
80.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0
60.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
87.5
50.0
80.0
100.0
50.0
90.0
50.0 100.0
00.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
87.5
50.0
80.0
75.0 100.0
60.0
75.0 100.0
80.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
87.5
50.0
60.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
87.5
50.0
00.0
75.0 100.0
60.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
75.0
50.0
70.0
87.5 100.0
9{1.0
67.5
50.0
80.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
87.5
50.0
60.0
62.5 100.0
70.0
87.5 100.0
90.0
82.5 100.0
70.0

•
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AppendixM

One Way Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) ofAccuracy for
Line 3 for Verses 1, 2, and 3.
Testo of Wiihln.Sub]ecta Effects
Measure: MEASURE_1
Sphericity Assumed
Source
VERSE
Error(VERSE)

Type Ill Sum
of Squares

2293.3&9
32709.278
a Computed us1ng alpha = .05

df

Mean
Square
2 1146.694
94 347.971

F

3.295

Sig.
0.041

Noncenl.

Parameter
6.591

Observed
Power
0.613

Direction of Memory for Music N
AppendixN

2 x 2 Repeated Meflsures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) ofAccuracy for
Lines 2 and 3 in Verse 1 ('Before') and Verse 3 ('After').
Tests of Within-Subjects Effects
Measure: MEASURE_1

